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Female Faculty Size Remains Small
Female Faculty
Marjorie Butcher, lecturer in mathematics, works in her McCook of-
fice. Of the fourteen female members of the faculty she is the only one
who's been here for more than three years.
A Co-ed Amherst^
Mixed Reactions Expressed
By Adrien Mally
The student body has gone co-ed but the
faculty has not kept pace.
Fourteen women teachers comprise less
than 10% of the faculty at Trinity. None are
full or associate professors, serve as
department chairmen, or hold tenure.
Michele Toomey, assistant professor of
psychology, pointed out that 71% of the
women faculty are either instructors or
lecturers. Only three are assistant
professors--the highest position held by a
woman on the faculty.
Women haven't been a part of the faculty
long enough to come up for. tenure con-
sideration. Aside from Marjorie V. Butcher,
mathematics lecturer, none of the women
have been here for more than three years
when the college first increased its number
of women faculty.
"In the days when Trinity was an all-male
institution, there was little disposition to
seek out women," Edwin P. Nye, dean of
faculty, remarked. "We've only been ac-
tively seeking them for the past three
years."
Referring to the slow rate of faculty
turnover in jobs at the College, Nye pointed
out there are no more than 12 vacancies
each year and only at lower positions.
There is a limit of 130 faculty places
allocated among the departments. If
someone with a tenure doesn't retire, then
the college must either fire a non-tenured
person or not hire new people.
"We won't make any overwhelming
progress in this area over the next few years
because the odds are against us," Nye
stated.
Also the availability of men and women is
not evenly divided in each field. "There are
about five males to every female in any area
of instruction," Nye added.
The general feeling among women faculty
is that their ranks should be increased.
Susan PomerantZj religion instructor, feeJs
the per cent of women on the faculty should
be closer to the per cent of female students.
New faculty members are sought through
organizations related to the particular field
of study which act as brokerages or have
contacts for recommendations.
Graduate schools which are notedly
strong in a particular area are also sounded
out and sent advertisements. The women at
Trinity are well-distributed throughout the
departments. There are three women in
modern languages, two in psychology and
one each in dance, math, history, sociology,
religion, education, philosophy, economics,
and English.
The women have made an effort to come
(Continued on P. 5)
The students and faculty members of
Amherst College have mixed reactions to
President John W. Ward's recent proposal
of coeducation, which will increase the
college's size from 1250 to 1600 students by
1976.
A petition, circulated among the students
by senior Sal Carbone, expresses a concern
for the increased size of the college. "As
concerned students we are opposed to that
plan for coeducation because of the increase
in size...and because this plan may have
detrimental effects upon the other colleges
in the local area," the petition states. This
petition presently has 200 signatures and
Carbone said that he will accumulate 400
signatures before the petition is sent to the
Trustees, President Ward, and to the
faculty.
"The petition does not imply that we are
against coeducation," according to Thomas
Magnell who joined Carbone in writing the
petition. "We are just against increasing
size to 1600 for any reason." \
The AMHERST STUDENT in an editorial
gave its "unequivocal support for the
President's recommendation-support
(they) feel is shared by a majority of
students on this campus." This is supported
by the results of the paper's poll, whore two
of every three students supported Ward s
recommendation. Only 10.3% of the student
body did not support Ward's- recom-
mendation, specifically, although they did
favor coeducation in principle.
The athletic department of the college will
feel the most impact of coeducation. The
AMHERST STUDENT states that the
department was not "an exactly en-
thusiastic advocate of adding women to the
student body."
Bill Thurston, department member and
chairman of the committee on physical
education and intercollegiate athletics,
expressed, "the disappointment that the
Physical Education Department, the
department perhaps most affected by the
decision, was not consulted at all on the pros
and cons of coeducation by the Ad-
ministration."
The most crucial consideration of the
Department is the insufficiency of the
existing physical plant. Another con-
sideration of the department will be the
existing locker facilities for women. The
Department members feel the most ideal
solution to these problems is to construct a
new complex that would provide greater
gym facilities and flexibilities.
Ward said that the fraternities should
decide for themselves whether or not to
admit women as social or live-in members.
"It is proper to give them the alternative,"
Ward said.
The Deans of the college expect a great
deal more work for their departments, and
expect the need for women to deal with and
solve the problems of the women on campus.
Dean of Students, Robert Ward, said the
(Continued on P. 4)
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Homecoming
Theodor Mauch, professor of religion, cheers the Bantams on
in the rain at Saturday's homecoming contest with Amherst. The
final score was a gloomy as the skies, however, and Trinity went
down by 34-7, as many alumni looked on. The alumni had
returned for a weekend that featured, besides the game, a dinner
at the Hartford Hilton and, for former TRIPOD editors, an open
house. For more on the game, see page 20.
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College Offers Community Programs
By Kent Allen
While Trinity students are somewhere
earning money or having fun in the summer
months, Trinity College works on, planning
and functioning.
The school works not only for its students
but also for its community. Under the
direction of Ivan Backer, Trinity's Office of
Community Affairs offers many programs
and services to benefit Hartford residents.
The Office of Community Affairs has
many different aspects, including placing
students in areas around the community as
tutors and aids and planning summer
school
Backer explained the major purpose of
the program is helping Hartford become a
better place to live in.
Trinity College will offer a program in the
Winter and Spring of 1973, he announced.
The program consists of teaching Hartford
educators the language and culture of their
Puerto Kican students. This program was
inaugurated in the summer of 1971. Due to
College Cares
Ivan Backer, director of community relations, discusses plans
for training Hartford public school teachers in Spanish and
continuing the summer athletic program at the College.
lack of funds and teachers the program was
not presented last summer, Backer ex-
plained, but will be offered this Winter and
Spring.
The program consists of teaching Hart-
ford teachers Spanish, the director said,
emphasizing Puerto Rican speech as well as
teaching in depth the culture and life style of
Puerto Rican families. This will be done
through seminars, lectures, field trips and
visits to Puerto Rican families, not only in
Hartford but also in Puerto Rico.
This program will be conducted in four
phases. The first phase will be carried out at
Trinity College where a course in the
Spanish language will be given for three
hours per week. Phase II will be held in
Puerto Rico where language instruction will
be continued by a Puerto Rican coordinator.
The teachers studying in Puerto Rico will be
taught many aspects of Puerto Rican
culture and history, as well as current
political, economic and social conditions
through Seminars. For the most part, these
teachers will live in homes of Puerto Rican
families.
Phase HI is carried out within the Hart-
ford community. The Hartford teachers will
meet with the families of their students.
They will concentrate on learning about the
problems of Puerto Rican students and the
environment in which they live. Language
instruction will still,continue. The teachers
will hear speakers from the Puerto Rican
community and will meet with agencies
serving the community.
The fourth phase will study of the feelings
of the teachers concerning the Puerto Rican
people, focusing especially on the children.
This last phase will take place at Trinity in
the form of seminars.
Sixteen teachers will be chosen to par-
• ticipate in this program. Only teachers from
schools with a significant number of Puerto
Rican students will be eligible. There is no
tuition cost for this program. The costs of
the program are covered by the Joint
Teacher Education Committee of the State
Board of Education and the Commission for
Higher Education. Teachers only have to
pay traveling expenses to and from Puerto
Rico, books, college registration and a part
of the rpom and board in Puerto Rico. The
total cost of these items will not exceed
$250.00.
The program was a success in 1971
Backer said and noted the feed-back from
both the community and the teachers was
very good. He expressed the hope that this
program will continue for a long time. If it is
to have an impact on the community, it must
be continuous, he explained.
The Office of Community Affairs also
offers recreational programs for the
children of the area.
The National Summer Youth Sports
Program is a program for boys and girls
from the ages 10 to 18. The children are
taught by the experienced Trinity coaching
staff and by local high school staffs. The
participants are instructed in football,
basketball, Softball, modern dancej
volleyball, tennis, track, wrestling!
swimming, badminton and field activities.
The program is designed for students
extremely interested in sports. The.students
are bused in from different areas of Hart-
ford. The program is held four days a week
for six weeks. The students are given a hot
meal every day in Mather Hall. They are
also given a physical examination.
The entire program is free for these
children. The National Athletic Association
and the President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports sponsor the program.
Trinity College offers its facilities. An
evaluation of the program was done by Alex
A. Maleski. In describing the program
Maleski wrote "The program was well
organized and outstanding."
Another recreational program that exists
is a program for children from age 5 to 8.
This program makes use of the swimming
pool and the field house.. This plan was
started for neighboring children. It makes
use of many of the facilities of the college;
showing them the library, the computer, the
Arts Center . and other places that the .
children want to see. The children swim in
the pool and play in the Field House.
The staff consists of the Trinity students
and is directed by the Trinity Faculty. It is
sponsored by the Hartford Parks and
Recreation Association with Trinity, the
former, offering the financial means and the
latter the facilities.
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By Jim Cobbs
The campuses may be quieter this year
than they were in 1968 when students con-
fronted administrators in building
takeovers and other protests. But it would
be a mistake to presume that student con-
cern and activism are dead.
Environmental work, draft counseling,
the Red Cross, ESP study, and consumer
protection are among the adivities of pre-
med junior Peter Basch.
Basch, a member of TCC and organizer of
its environmental studies subcommittee,
became concerned about the environment
last spring and established the committee to
study the problem at the College.
Basch explained that "before we can
criticize other areas, such as industry in
Hartford, we must clean house. Trinity has
a long way to go in this respect, and we
better start working on it now before the
government starts cracking down on in-
stitutions like Trinity." Basch predicted this
would happen "within ten years."
The TCC committee of Basch, Theodore
March, professor of religion, and J. Ronald
Spencer, dean of community life, decided its
first priority this fall would be to establish a
newspaper recycling project.
Rasch said "We are now collecting about a
half ton of newspaper a week to be
processed," he added. -Basch said the
committee is also planning to start
recycling bottles and cans in the near
future. He said he hoped there would be full
student and faculty participation in these
programs.
The committee also plans to prepare a
Environmental Impact Study which "would
examine all incoming material and how it is
disposed of," he said. According to Basch, it
will investigate all phases of Trinity, in-
cluding the fuels used to heat the school, the
pesticides, and the detergents used in the
kitchen and cleaning work. They will report
their findings to the TCC.
Basch has also worked as a draft coun-
selor andwas one of the organizers of a high
school counseling project last year. Basch
said "we went in to high schools and gave
introductory lectures about the draft."
"However," he said, "the project was not
successful, because, the high school ad-
ministrators would not cooperate. They
thought we were telling the kids how to blow
their toes off to avoid the draft."
He added "this' program" has been
discontinued for now,'but" if "the heed arises
, Counsels, Creates
we will try again."
In September there were many requests
from Trinity students for draft information,
but that since then they have fallen off,
according to Basch. He does not expect
them to increase until the draft becomes
active again. : , •".'•.••
The junior has also been active hv other
public service work. At his high school in
Hartford, Basch worked for the Red Cross
and he has continued this at Trinity. Last
year he organized volunteers for the Red
Cross blood drive." This involved directing
and training volunteers to assist nurses in
taking blood," Basch said. He is planning to
continue his Red Gross work this year.
Basch was also active in creating the
Connecticut Earth Action Group, which
later changed its name to Connecticut
Citizens Action Group. . •'•
"The group hired and supports a full time
staff of lawyers who work to protect the
citizens from big corporations," Basch said.
"The average citizen has only a few free
hours a day," he asserted, -'and if he has a
gripe against a corporation he has no way to
fight his case. The junior explained that the
big corporations have "sophis t icated
lawyers" and the average citizen cannot
effectively fight them. "By hiring our own
lawyers," Basch said, "we can fight the
corporations on even ground and have our
protests recognized."
Basch said that he was inspired to work on
this project by a representative of Ralph
Nader who spoke at Trinity during his fresh-
man year, "So far," Basch said,- the
• group's lawyers have been very successful.
They uncovered a scandal at Colt Firearms
Co. ; while checking working conditions
there." , . ,
"The CCAG lawyers," he continued,
"discovered that the quality control in-
spectors for theM-16 rifle were cheating ana
allowing faulty weapons to be delivered.
Basch said the case was turned over to t m,
but no report has been released as yet.
Basch is now working along wader
guidelines to establish a group similar 10
CCAG(! supported entirely by Connecticut
students, A.separate group would allow tne,
students to direct their own lawyers to in-
vestigate issues which they feel strong y
about, Basch said, . since they wouia
probably have different interests than tne
Peter Basch Photo by Alex Trocker
Besides his community "related activities,
Basch is also interested in paraphyschoiogy,
a science concerned with the investigation
of evidence for telepathy, clairvoyance, ana
psychokinesis. ..
 th
Basqh called a meeting-• to • see if otner
Trinity students shared his interest and: nao
a larger turn out than he expected, AS a
result he and Bonnie Bernstein, 7b, are
establishing an organization to stuoy
Paraphyschoiogy. Basch said they nave
been given a room in the Life Science
Building, and hope to become a mm
department in the field of Physchology nexi
year. He said the courses in this department
will probably be student taught, and wu
offer only one introductory course nexi
Basch said he is not a "mystic," but
believes in mental telepathy because ot tne
"sound scientific experiments" he has reau
supporting it. Basch said, "I-do not know
exactly what it is, but I am sure *&r
exists." . ''¥;c\f,
He added that he had seen • scientint
evidence supporting reincarnation a n a a l r \
he tended to believe in some kind of lite anw
death himself. He did not elaborate on WIMI
form it might take.
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Medical Admissions
By Lenny Goldschmidt
Trinity pre-meds with at least a 'B'
average stand a better chance of admission
to medical school than many other students
in the nation, according to career counselor
Paula Robbins. "Anyone with a 3.3 average
(on a scale of 0-4) is in good shape," she
said.
Robbins, a member of Pre-Medical Ad-
visory Board, said approximately three-
quarters of those who apply to medical
school from Trinity are accepted. She
Paula Rohbins
contrasted this to a nationwide acceptance
rate of 35%.
She added, however, that students should
not expect a Trinity degree to open the door
I to medical school. Only a little more than
half of those who applied last year were
accepted, she noted, and explained that
many had less than a B average. "Of this
year's class, my prediction is that 75% will
i get in," she said.
Robbins also noted that a high percentage
of Trinity's pre-meds go to Ivy League or
well-reputed state medical schools.
Both Robbins and Richard Crawford,
associate professor of biology and member
of the Pre-Med Advisory Board, emphasized
the importance and consideration given to a
Trinity letter of recommendation. The letter
is a composite of three faculty evaluations
chosen by the student and contains a general
candid comment on the student's capability
for work in medical school. Crawford said
that "if for any reason the letter is inac-
curate, it affects all future applicants.
Credibility is important." Robbins added,
"schools in the Northeast rely very much on
our letter."
"Medicine as a chosen profession is en-
joying a special status. Admission pressure
is enormous and competition is keen,"
Crawford said. He pointed out that most
medical school handbooks will urge the
prospective student to major in anything he
wishes. Crawford, who formerly reviewed
applications for a medical school, said that
many medical schools will favor a science
major over a liberal arts major with similar
qualifications for admission. "If the student
is on the borderline of acceptability, he has
an advantage by being a science major. It's
unfortunate," he said.
Crawford concluded, however, that a very
strong academic average in any major will
indicate a student's ability for medical
school work.
He emphasized the high priority that
academic work should have for the serious
Wesleyan
At its Tuesday meeting, the University
Senate voted to establish the proposed
winter term program for this January.
The courses in the January term fall
under three categories: those courses in-
tended for review, help and needed tuforing;
courses designed to make winter term- use of
crowded facilities and faculty from other
institutions; and courses which will be part
of the non-credit "Free University."
The January Term proposal, moved by
Richard W. Lindquist, associate professor of
Physics, on behalf of the EPC, was passed
29-2-2 subject to three provisions: (1) All
courses carrying credit be subject to ap-
proval of the EPC; (2) The costs of the
program be subject to review by FPC; and
(3) The January session be reviewed, during
the spring term, by a joint subcommittee of
the EPC, FPC and SAC.
Faculty Objection
Several faculty senators objected to the
idea that some Wesleyan professors would
be teaching certain January term courses
without financial compensation or course
relief.
David A. Titus, assistant professor of
government, moved to amend the January
Term, motion so that compensation to
faculty would be required either in the form
of course relief or monetary remuneration.
On this issue, Donald Meyer, professor of
history, said, "If the university attempts to
solve its problems on the basis of voluntary
faculty time, we are in serious cir-
cumstances indeed.". Titus' amendment
was defeated 5-27-1.
The members of the January Term Sub-
Committee were Sheila Tobias, Associate
Provost, Earl Hanson SAC, Biology, Al
Turco EPC, English, Peter Frenzel FPC,
German, Francis Pennarola '73 SAC and
Jeffrey Deitch '74 EPC,
Birth right
BIRTHRIGHT of Greater Hartford is a
person-to-person service to aid pregnant
girls and women in distress by offering
alternatives to abortion. The Birthright
Crisis Center has been in operation in this
area since last May, Telephone calls are
being received from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday thru Friday at 233-
6666. All calls to the center are strictly
confidential.
BIRTHRIGHT is a charter member of an
international organization founded in
Toronto, Canada in 1968. It is non-sectarian
and non-political. It offers emergency in-
formation an4 referral services, making
community services available to women
burdened with an unwanted pregnancy. The
program works closely with community
medical and social services. Main objective
of BIRTHRIGHT is to strengthen and
preserve the dignity of the mother and
protect life of the unborn.
Volunteers, who are carefully selected,
have a basic understanding of the serious
responsibilities involved in working with
i people, especially people with an unwanted
pregnancy. Orientation and training
sessions are held periodically under the
guidance of professionals in the field of
social service. Anyone wishing to volunteer
is asked to write BIRTHRIGHT, P.O. Box
11242, Newington, Connecticut, 06111 or call
233-6666.
BIRTHRIGHT is committed to do
something constructive about a serious
social problem. A speaker's bureau is now
available to talk to any group, such as
Church, Women's Clubs, especially girls in
public ana private schools and colleges.
Attitudes and philosophy of the staff con-
nected with BIRTHRIGHT is to be
charitable and non-judgmental.
Since the BIRTHRIGHT movement is a
volunteer service, it needs to be recognized
and supported. Money is needed to meet
operational costs and to help finance the
additional medical and social services
which will be needed to provide adequate
alternatives to abortion. Anyone wishing to
contribute should make checks payable to
BIRTHRIGHT and send to BIRTHRIGHT,
P.O. Box 11242, Newington, Connecticut. All
contributions are tax deductible. .
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Richard Crawford
pre-med student. "The desire for medicine
is a very tough taskmaster," he said.
Crawford said that students who continue
with their pre-med studies despite poor
grades are deluding themselves as to their
chances for admission to medical school.
"Self-selection is not really a bad thing
although for some students it's disastrous,"
he said.
Two factors have contributed to the in-
creased number of students seeking ad-
, mission to medical school, according to
Robbins. First, she said, a large number of
individuals who might have gone into
aerospace or related fields now see job
shortages. Second, she noted, a large growth
is anticipated in the areas of health care and
paramedical services.
Besides Robbins and Crawford, the Pre-
Med Advisory Committee includes
Chemistry professor Edward Bobko and
Psychology professor Karl Haberlandt.
Members of the committee urge prospective
pre-meds to consult the career counselor's
office early in their college careers
regarding medical school requirements.
Speaking of the pre-med program here,
one senior already admitted to medical
school said, "it's incredibly difficult and it
only pays off if you get in."
The letter continued that the TRIPOD did
not ask the College to underwrite the cost of
the subscriptions because the College
budget is "already greatly overburdened."
There are 25 Trustees and 12 members of
the Board of Fellows.
Termpaper
Washington, D.C. (CPS)--Termpaper
Library, Inc. filed a lawsuit October 21
against the "Washington Post," Publishers
Hall Syndicate and the authors of the Steve
Roper comic strip, which is syndicated in
hundreds of American newspapers daily.
The suit, filed in U.S. District Court,
claims that the comic strip was designed to
create a public impression that the business
of furnishing termpapers is a "low and
unlawful enterprise" and that the parties
engaged are "criminal types." The suit,
which asks for $6,000,000 in total damages,
claims the plaintiff has been brought into
public disgrace, and that the purpose of the
comic strip was to promote prohibitive
legislation to cover the plaintiff's business.
The chairman of the board of Termpaper
Library, Inc., which has its offices in
Washington, D.C., said that the comic strip
put his company in an "unfavorable light"
and characterized it as "associating with
murderers and thieves."
The particular segment of the comic strip,
which first started running September 21,
depicts a termpaper company that murders
a professor trying to put through legislation
to outlaw them,
Michigan
Members of the Board of Trustees and the
Board of Fellows will no longer receive free
subscriptions to the TRIPOD, H. Susannah
Heschel, editor, announced Sunday. All
members will be asked to pay the full
subscription fee of $10.00 per year,
Heschel said she has sent a letter to the
Trustees and Fellows explaining that this
year is "particularly strenuous" for the
TRIPOD budget; dueto a larger staff, rising
costs of printing and supplies, and smaller
revenues from subscriptions and ad-
vertising.
All members of both Boards, totally, have
received free subscriptions for "as far back
as we can recall," Heschell said.
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN (CPS) '-Mark"*
M. Green, professor of chemistry at the
University of Michigan, was suspended
from his teaching duties recently when he
showed an anti-war slide show to his classes.
The National Action Research on the
Military Industrial Complex (NARMIC).
provided the film which contained pictures
and information concerning the weapon
systems being used in Indochina. Green
argued that all the weapon systems related
to chemistry, and therefore constituted a
proper topic for class presentation.
After Green's suspension, other faculty
members showed the film in their classes,
students boycotted chemistry classes,
demonstrated at the dean's office, and
circulated petitions.
Subsequently Green has been reinstated
temporarily, pending "a clarification of the
issue" by the Michigan chemistry depart-
ment.
Women In France
(CPS)--France now allows any woman
over 21 the right to choose whether she is
"madame" or "mademoiselle," regardless
of whether or not she is married.
A ruling issued in the Journal Official
reads: "No judicial obstacle standing in the
way of term "madame" being used in
preference to "mademoiselle," there is no
reason that this not extend to persons ex-
pressing the desire, even if it comes from
unmarried women without children."
The French abortion rights movement has
made some headway in its fight to legalize
abortion. October 11, a juvenile court in
Bobigny released a 17-year old woman
charged with having an illegal abortion.
A demonstration outside the courthouse
drew a crowd of 250 people demanding free
and legal abortion. According to a
spokeswoman from the French abortion
rights movement, more than 500 women are"
convicted each year for haying abortions.
Archaic Laws
New York, New York (CPS)-New York
City maintains several archaic laws on its
books, which can be enforced by any law
officer, no matter how silly they may seem.
It is illegal to walk into a city park with a
newspaper, for example, if the purpose is to
sit on the paper. And when you place
' newspapers in trash cans, they must be
securely tied, or you are committing a
misdemeanor.
Milk bottles must be used for only one
purpose, that for which they were intended.
A person who greets someone by placing the
thumb to the tip of the nose and wiggling his
or her fingers can be arrested for disorderly
conduct. It is illegal for a bald-headed man
to visit a beauty shop with the intent of
having his hair regrown.
Part of the sanitary code states that every
manager hiring 10 or more persons has a
duty to provide proper receptacles for ex-
pectorations (spitting).
And the New York City law makes it
illegal to stand more than 10 minutes in any
one place in the city.
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Course To Study Relations
By Neil Kobrosky
The first history of science course ever at
Trinity will be taught by Gene Frankel
starting next semester.
Entitled "Science in Society; 1772-1972",
the course will deal with the interaction bek
ween man and science from the eighteenth
century to the present. Particular emphasis
will be given to the last two hundred years of
scientific research.
Frankel explained in a Tripod interview
last week that "anyone who is interested in
the development of western civilization
must study the development of its science.
Science is one of its unique characteristics."
Frankel will begin his course with a
section on evolution, examining man's view
of himself and his relationship to the world.
From there, nineteenth-century scientific
life will be examined. The industrial
revolution will be explored as a result of the
pragmatic use of scientific research,
because the industrial revolution only came
about through scientific inventions, Frankel
continued.
The bulk of the course will be devoted to
science in the twentieth century.
The course will examine the effect on the
efficiency of scientific research of
professional researchers who are paid by
industrial companies or the government.
Until the twentieth century, Frankel said,
research was conducted solely by university
professors.
Another topic Frankel will discuss with
his class is the role of scientists in the
development of atomic stockpiles and
Services for Students
biological weapons, and particularly the
role of the atomic scientist in political af-
fairs. Such fundamental questions as "Does
science exist in a social vacuum?" will be
analyzed, Frankel said.
Finally, the problems of a technical
society will be investigated, specifically the
profits of a strong economy, the poverty in
the cities, pollution of air and water by in-
dustrial wastes. Frankel's class will ask
why are there contradictions in the
economy? What will be the effects on in-
dustry and the economy of pollution control?
Can industrial scientists solve the pollution
problems they created?
Both the history and science department
at Trinity had been looking for a history of
science professor for a few years, Frankel
said. He received a degree of master of
history of science from Princeton Univer-
sity in 1968, and came to the College this
year to fill the position.
The thrust of the course will deal with
science's effect on society, and will include
many varied fields. Frankel said the course
is "designed to be of interest to history
majors interested in western civilization,
science majors who want a better per-
spective on the role of science in society,
sociolgists, and philosophers."
The only prerequisiste for the course is
some background in science, western
civilization, and European civilization.
Although, this doesn't exclude freshmen, the
course is primarily designed for up-
perclassmen, he concluded.
New Ideas Photo by Berko Studio
Eugene Frankel, associate professor of physics, will offer a new course
Trinity term in the history of science.
Banks Offer Various Accounts
?u
The TRIPOD has compiled a list of some
of the major banks near Trinity. Below we
offer their savings interest rates, their
checking service charges, and other con-
veniences that could be useful to students.
All ol the banks listed have banking by
mail. The first 5 offer both savings and
checking accounts and the rest are savings
banks.
Charter Oak Bank and Trust
Charter Oak is located at 90 Pearl St.
There are no charges for checking accounts
except for printer's fee for personalized
addressed checks. There are three savings
plans: 4-1/2% regular, 5% 90-day written
notice, or first 10 days of quarter with-
drawal, and one or two year certificate
savings with 5-1/2% and 5-3/4% interest.
Connecticut Bank
and Trust
CBT has its main office a 1 Constitution
Plaza. There is a branch office at 401 New
Britain Ave. (a left off Summit St.) There
are several savings plans: a regular savings
account which offers 4-1/2% interest, an
investment plan in which there can only be a
withdrawal in the first 10 days of a quarter
which offers 5% interest, and a premium
savings plan in which a definite sum of
money remains in the bank from 2 to 10
years with a 5-3/4% interest. There are two
checking plans. In the first there is no
minimum balance required but there is a 50«
a month and 8tf per check fee. The second
checking account requires a $300 minimum
balance but there is no service charge. CBT
is full service bank which means that it
handles student loans, safe deposit boxes,
money orders and other banking needs.
Constitution National Bank
Constitutional National Bank is located at
200 Trumbell St. There are no charges of any
kind for checking accounts, a 4% savings
account, and a 5% 90-day notice investment
savings.
Glastonbury Bank
and Trust
The Glastonbury Bank and Trust has its
main office at 2461 Main St. in Glastonbury,
but there is banking by mail. There are
three checking plans; the first, a $100
minimum balance with no monthly service
charge or check fee; the second, a balance
of below $100 with $1.25 a month fee, the
third, no minimum balance, a 55tf-a-month
and a 5«-a-check fee. There are two savings
plans; 4-1/2% regular savings and 5% in-
vestment 90-day notice plan.
Hartford National
Bank and Trust
Hartford National's main office is located
at 777 Main St. There is a branch office at 655
Wethersfield Ave. There are four savings
plans; the regular 4% interest, the 90-day
notice account which offers 5% interest, a 1-
year investment plan with 5-1/2% interest,
and a 2 or more year investment plan which
offers 5-3/4% interest. There are 5 types of
checking accounts. The first requires a
balance of $300 and there is ,no service
charge; the second, a balance of $200 with a
service fee of $1.00; the third, a balance of
$100 with a service fee of $3.00 each month;
and the fourth, a special checking account
with a 25«s-a-month charge and 10e-a-check
fee. There are also combined savings and
checking accounts.
Hartford Federal Savings
Hartford Federal Savings is located at 50
State St., but there is a nearby branch at 617
Park St. There is a regular passbook
savings plan which offers 5% interest. Also
offered are three investment savings cer-
tificate plans: the first, 5-1/4% interest with
a minimum balance of $500 for a term of
three months; the second, 5-3/4% interest
with a minimum balance $1000, for a term of
one to two years; and the third, 6% interest
with a minimum balance of $1000 for a term
longer than two years. The bank is open
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. ':
Mechanics Savings
and Loan
Mechanics Savings and Loans main office, •
is located at 80 Pearl St. There is a branch at
680 Park St. They.offer four savings plans: a
5% regular, a 5-1/4% 90-day investment, a
6% one-year investment and a 6.2% two year
investment. Interest rates are subject to
change by law.
Society for Savings
Society for Savings is located" at 31 Pratt
St. They offer four savings plans; a 5%
regular, a 5-1/2% investment 90-day notice,
a 5-3/4% one year maturity certificate, and
a 6% two-twelve year investment plan.
State Dime
Savings Bank
State Dime offers four savings plans; a
5% regular, a 5-1/4% 90-day investment, *
3/4% one year certificate, and a 6% wo year
certificate. They also offer savings banK iiie
insurance up to $5000. This bank is located ai
39 Pearl St.
: I: .
AFRO-STUDIES
The Afro-American Studies Program at
Brown University needs your help in the
construction of a research center. We need
people to ask professors for bibliographies,
check accessions lists at libraries, review
periodical indexes, inventory college
catalogues, and do general scut work. None of
it is very glamorous and we have no money to
pay you. You can be of service without leaving
your campus. If you can help send your name,
address, and phone number to the Afro-
American Studies Program, Brown University,
Providence, R.I. 02912. Or cal! Leah King at
(401)863-3137. Wedo need your help and will be
grateful for any time you can give us.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.
The T R I P O D is published weekly during
the academic year by the students of Trinity
College. Student subscriptions are included
in the student activities fee; others are
$10.00 per year. Second-class postage is paid
at Hartford, Connecticut, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
Offices are located in Seabury 34, facing
the Quad, off Summit Street. Mailing ad-
dress is Box 1310, Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut 06106. Telephones: (203) 246-
1829 or 527-3151, extension 252
Amherst . . .
from p. 1
philosophy of the future living
arrangements will be "Let the desert
bloom." He said they will deal with the
living arrangements as the problems come.
In two weeks the Trustees will meet with
the Select Committee on Coeducation to
hear more about the coeducation situation.
The Committee itself shares a feeling of
duty "to pitch in together to do this im-
portant work of making sure that the
decision reached is the best one for the
College."
In Ward's most recent public statement on
the decision, he said, "This is an educational
institution, and to put it baldly, it is not a"
microcosm of Society, it is not to address
social ills, it is trying to foster an en-
vironment in which learning and education
and development take place to the best of its
ability." ; '
Ambantr
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Answers to questions by class, with percentages of total response
to each question in parentheses.
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HSF Trustees To Vote On
Three Alternative Options
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Hartford Seminary board of trustees will
decide the fate of the Hartford Seminary
foundation when they meet tomorrow to
vote on the Institutional Review Com-
mission's (IRC) report.
The board has three options from which to
choose. It can go ahead with its decision of
January 29th to discontinue most academic
courses and concentrate on continuing
education for ministers. This would mean
that students can no longer enroll for
degrees stating financial limitations.
An alternative would be to relocate or
merge with other institutions.
One suggested school was Boston
University. According to the IRC's report,
relocation under the appropriate conditions
would continuing education program in-
tended by the January 29 decision without
sacrificing pre-ordination theological
education.
The final option would be to join the
Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher
Education (GHCHE—, founded in the early
months of 1972. The purpose of the con-
sortium is to save money by sharing
programs, and avoiding duplication of
courses of institutional strengths.
Participating institutions are Hartford
College for Women, St. Joseph's College,
Trinity, and University of Hartford. Robert
Vogel is the executive director of the con-
sortium.
The IRC report viewed the consortium as
a way of' remaining in Hartford and
retaining HSF's "traditional commitment to
academic programs of excellence and
relevance to the total life of Christian faith
and ministry."
Rather than attempt to develop a single
recommendation to the board, the IRC
chose to offer three possible courses of
action.
Immediate implementation of the
January 29 decision, consideration and
further exploration of proposals for
relocation, and amplification of the January
29 decision via Hartford Seminary Foun-
dation (HSF) participation in the Greater
Hartford Consortium of Higher Education
(GHCHE).
The board established the IRC to "review,
evaluate, and recommend proposals for the
future of the seminary as prescribed in their
May 18, 1972 document.
The commission consists of six trustees
elected by the board, three faculty members
elected by the faculty, three student elected
students, and five outside consultants.
Alumni Winner Photo by Abby Collier
Andrew Onderdonk is surprised with the Eigenbrodt Cup
award at the Alumni Dinner Saturday night at the Hartford
Hilton. Also awarded at the dinner were: Allyn Martin, '53,
Hartford Councilman/ James Murray, '43, sportswriter, and
Lispend Phister, '18, who were presented with the Alumni
Medal for Excellence. Frank Fasi, mayor of Honolulu,
received the Alumni Achievement Award.
College Patriotism Women Faculty...
from p. 1
By Glenn Weaver
In all, seventy-six Trinity men served in
the Union forces and, although the number
of alumni at that time numbered but 550, the
percentage of graduates is considerably
below the one-third usually reckoned as the
average for the New England colleges - a
situation easily accounted for by the fact
that almost half of the living graduates of
Trinity College were clergy.
• Despite patriotic manifestations, there
was considerable suspicion in Hartford that
the College was not fully in sympathy with
the Union cause, and these suspicions were
to persist. Trinity had always had southern
students, and these young men had
distinguished themselves as campus leaders
and had taken enough college honors to have
exerted an influence somewhat
disproportionate to their numbers.
What seemed to place the College in a
most compromising position was President
Eliot's refusal to fly the national colors
above the college buildings. Neither the
Hartford townsfolk nor the Trinity un-
dergraduates were in sympathy with Eliot's
stand. Angry talk was heard in Hartford,
and rumors were rife that mobs were bejng
!
 organized in the town to march on the
College and destroy the Chapel and dor-
mitories. Eliot was aware of the public
sentiment and had consulted the city
authorities. The mayor assured Eliot that he
had no reason to doubt the College's loyalty,
and that the City- Guard was under orders to
defend the College in the event of mob at-
tack.
The students, perhaps prompted by both
patriotic sentiments and a fear of mob
violence, held a meeting on the Chapel steps
' and voted to insist that the College raise an
,* American flag. William S. Cogswell, 1861,
was elected to present the student request to
President Eliot immediately. Eliot had been
in downtown Hartford at the time of the
student meeting, and the waiting students
met the President upon his return at the
corner of College and Trinity Streets.
Cogswell greeted President Eliot by
stating that he had been delegated by the
students to ask permission to raise "the
stars and stripes, on a suitable staff, over a
belfry tower of Seabury Hall."
Eliot replied that he would "not approve
of raising bunting of any kind over any
building consecrated to the worship of
Almighty God. Seabury Hall," he continued,
"encloses the college chapel, therefore I do
not favop-your request."
"But," 'replied Cogswell, "the belfry
tower is over the chemical and philosophical
rooms and not over the chapel."
Eliot caught the line of reasoning and
dismissed the protest by saying that he did
"not wish to split hairs over the question,"
but to Cogswell's inquiry as to what the
students were expected to do if the rumored
mobs should attack College Hill, Eliot
quickly responded, "Fight, fight them as
long as you can."
The students gave three rousing cheers
for President Eliot and then returned to
their rooms. No attack was ever made on
the college buildings, and the Graham
Guard was never called to home defense. A
second student meeting was held, and the
undergraduates presented a compromise
proposal of erecting a flagstaff on Brownell
Hall rather than on Seabury. Eliot accepted
this suggestion, and on April 23, 1861,
"Trinity proved her loyalty... by raising the
national flag, thereby exemplifying her
motto 'Pro Patria Et Ecclesia.'
Copyright, Trustees of Trinity College.
Reprinted with permission.
together for social and academic interaction
by meeting four times this year.
Toomey called the first meeting so that
they might get to know one another outside
of their departments and possibly discuss
any problems.
Meeting roughly every other week, the
group is toying with the idea of a seminar to
share papers and get further acquainted,
according to Pomerantz.
There are a whole range of attitudes
among males at Trinity according to
Toomey, "from being totally open and
willing to accept uS as colleagues, in the true
sense of the word, to actual regret that
women are here."
She attributed awkwardness to un-
familiarity. "Many men are not-used to-
relating to women in a work situation on an
equal basis," she said.
She added, "As far as education goes, I
feel very strongly that women should be
more visible in positions that determine
policies."
Many of the woman agree that in their
experience, female students seem to relate
better to female faculty. For this reason
they believe there should be more women on
the faculty.
The first woman to teach at Trinity,
Marjorie Butcher has been a lecturer here
for 17 years.
"I was quite amazed wnena student came
to me at the end of the first semester and
said I was the first woman teacher he'd had
since second grade," Burther recalled. She
said it was the only reaction to her as a
female lecturer.
"I just wanted people to accept me for
myself," Butcher commented when asked
about her role as woman in a predominantly
male institution.
TCB Presents
The Marx Brothers In
uHor sefeathers "
.Sun. Nov. 19 McCook-Aiid.
3;30 p.m. Admission: 75C
From
The
White
House
President Nixon last week signed a bill
appropriating nearly $600-million for some
higher education programs.
The appropriation included $215-million
for interest subsidies on guaranteed
students loans, $293-million for direct
student loans, and $92-million to establish
the National Institute of Education, an
agency to coordinate federal education
research.
The President must submit a suplemental
appropriation request to Congress in
January, however, for a number of college-
aid programs for which he has not yet
. requested funds. They include aid to
developing institutions, other student-aid,
programs, and language-training and area-
studies centers.
Earlier, as part of what he said was a
strategy to avoid raising taxes, the
President vetoed a bill appropriating funds
for the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. It was the second time he had
vetoed HEW funds for the current fiscal
year, and the fourth time since 1970 that a
financing bill for the department had been
rejected as too costly.
Two Other Bills Vetoed
The President also vetoed two other bills
of interest to colleges. One would have
authorized a mining research institute in
each state. The other would have authorized
• a system of state and regional en-
vironmental data-collection centers.
The measures were part of a group of bills
the President rejected because he said they
would have cost the government $2.75-billion
more than he wanted to spend. -
Since the bills were vetoed while Congress
was not in session, the lawmakers did not
have a chance to try to override them.
The financing bill for HEW that the
President vetoed included funds for the
National Institutes of Health, the Health
Services and Mental Health Administration,
vocational education, education for the
handicapped, and educational broadcasting
facilities. The bill would have cost $29.3-
billion, or $532-million more than the nearly
$28.7-billion the President requested.
The actual total of the HEW measure was
$30.5-billion, but it authorized the President
to reduce that amount to $29.3-billion as long
as no program was cut more than 13 per
cent.
Bills Signed
The President has approved bills that:
Increase veteran's benefits;
Authorize the establishment of eight new
state medical schools in conjunction with
veterans' hospitals;
Make government advisory committees
more accountable to the public;
Extend terms of existing copyrights until
Dec. 31, 1974;
Authorize scholarships for students who
agree to serve in areas with shortages of
health professionals;
Make appropriations for the State
Department's educational and cultural
exchange programs and training programs
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration.
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English Expansion
By Lloyd Wolf
Many English groups perform and record
exclusively in their own country for long
periods of time before getting any exposure
in the United States. Two well-established
English fold groups have just had albums
released here, after having success with two
previous albums each in England. Tir Na
Nog and Steeleye Span are now on tour with
Procul Harum, and their albums being
promoted by Chrysalis Records.
Steeleye Span's "Below the Salt" is a well-
constructed, lyrical album. It's based on
medieval English folk music, but performed
in a driving, stagered style. The addition of
electrically amplified guitar and bass
played as such to the normal acoustic ac-
companiment used in English ballads gives
Steeleye Span a dynamic, original sound.
The bass work is particularly good - Jack
Kemp's playing is reminiscent of Jack
Casady's (of Jefferson Airplane and Hot
Tuna) style and is as technically excellent.
He is one of the few rock bass players I've
heard that carries the melodic line at times
while the rest of the group switches to a
rhythmic mode. Maddy Prior's .vocals are
prefect for this type of music. She has a
strong clear voice and is willing to throw it
around, giving the music a taunting,
boastful, and down to earth flavor. In fact,
all the vocals on the album are quite ex-
cellent. Two songs are performed acapella,
and have the full rich sound that this type of
music should have. Of interest is their
almost total lack of percussion instruments -
they are able to sustain dynamic rhythms
through the force of the instrumentation
alone.
The album as a whole has a warm very
believable sound, with all the tradition and
essential earthiness of the English ballad
style driven by a carefully constructed and
tasteful rock background. My major
complaint with the album is a tendency for
the instrumental to be overly structured
and somewhat repetitious, which is
disappointing because they have musical
potential in themselves, and fail to break
from the constrictive structure of the ballad
form. If you enjoy Fairport Convention,
Pentangle, or want to hear an interesting
variant to more standard rock, try listening
to Steeleye Span.
Tir Na Nog also has just released their
first American album. This Irish group
apparently has had a fair amount of success
in the British Isles, having toured ex-
tensively there with Jethro Tull. Frankly,
their album "A Tear and a Smile," is rather
bad. To be sure, it is pretty, full of songs of
woe and sorrow, joy and lost loves, and the
like, but it is very cliched and musically
trite. They sound at times like Simon and
Garfunkel, Cat Stevens, shades of Elton
John, Donovan, and the Incredible String
Band, but without even the charm or
originality of these performers. It all sounds
like things you've heard somewhere else
before, and done better. Both Sonny Condell
and Leo Kelly sing quite well, and there is a
vague magical sound in their music (Tir Na
Nog is the Celtic home of the gods), but are
not good enough to rescue the lackluster
quality that surrounds their music. Tir Na
Nog is the kind of group that one might see
in a coffeehouse and be reasonably en-
tertaining, but they are definitely not first-
class musicians. It can be said in their favor
that their music is light and pleasant, with
melodies hat are sensitive and enjoyable.
However, these qualities do not make for
good music in and of themselves, Tir Na Nog
is pleasant but banal - better to stay with
other and more interesting performers of
music.
Theatre Happenings
Long Wharf
Long Wharf Theatre will present the
American Premiere of David Storey's "The
Changing Room" on Friday, November 17th
at 8:00 p.m.
"The Changing Room," which has
already enjoyed a celebrated run at Lon-
don's Royal Court Theatre, is set entirely in
the dressing room of a rugby league team in
the north of England before, during, and
after a fiercely contested game.
Audiences who remember "The Con-
tractor" or are familiar with other works by
David Storey (his plays, "Home," "In
Celebration," and "The Restoration of
Arnold Middleton" have all been hailed as
the works of a genuinely unique talent and
his best known novel "This Sporting Life"
was made into a highly acclaimed film
starring Richard Harris) will recognize in
"The Changing Room" the playwright's
distinctive approach to the dramatic craft.
Just as "The Contractor" revealed
character through work, so "The Changing
Room"makes its comment through the
metaphor of the locker room and the rugby
contest.
The conflicts and tensions, the force of
ego, the drive to excel, the grudges, the
petty cruelties, the fears and vanities, all
the materials of the athlete's life constitute
Storey's play. Nothing is spared the actor.
He must appear before the audience totally
naked. His nudity as he changes his clothes
becomes one more dramatic underlining of
the playwright's total revelation of this
microcosmic world. Soul and body - both are
uncovered as Storey transforms life into art.
Storey writes in the tradition of dramatic
naturalism, creating art through life,
presenting humanity as it lives and works,
struggles and falters, strives and fails. Less
concerned with the high moments and
quixotic deeds of mankind, Storey prefers to
show his people as they endure from day to
day, rarely heroic, sometimes base, in-
finitely real.
"The Changing Room" will be staged by
Michael Rudman, the young American,
living and working in Britain, who is
currently Artistic Director of the Traverse
Theatre of Edinburgh.
"The Changing Room" features a 22-
member, all-male cast.
"The Changing Room" will run through
December 15th. For reservations call 787-
4282.
Hartford Stage
A new work by Kenneth H. Brown, con-
troversial author of "The Brig", and George
Kaufman and Moss Hart's 1930's comedy
"You Can't Take It With You" are the two
final additions to the Hartford Stage
Company's 1972-73 schedule.
Director Paul Weidner, will "direct the new
play, which currently bears the working
A scene from the rehearsal of DavJu Stwe CHANGING ROOM.
title "Nightlight". After previewing
January 4-10, it will premiere officially
January 12 and run through February 18.
A classic of American comedy at its
zaniest, "You Can't Take It With You" will
play February 23 to April 1, with no
previews.
Thirty-six year old playwright Brown shot
to critical acclaim and national controversy
in 1963 when the Living Theatre staged "The
Brig", a searing study of life in a Marine
Corps stockade. It was later televised on
NET—TV, and filmed.
His new play "Nightlight" is a
provocative view of the effect a passionate
young man has on two older couples when he
jolts their settled lived during a breif, soul-
shaking stay.
The most celebrated playwrighting team
in American theatre, George Kaufman and
Moss Hart collaborated on "You Can't Take
It With You" in 1936.
The zany comedy looks in on the
uninhibited Sycamore family as they refuse
to let the Depression get them down. The
resulting confrontations with an earnest
minded, "sensible" society provide a wild-
comedy of witty frivolity.
Yale Rep
The American premiere of Mikhail
Bulgakov's "Monsieur de Moliere," or "A
Cabal of Hypocrites," will be presented by
the Yale Repertory Theatre's Sunday Series
on Sunday, November 19, at 8 p.m. This is
the first U.S. staging of a play by the late
Russian author, whose rediscovery has been
a major event in recent Soviet literature.
•Bulgakov (1891-1940) was in his time a
popular novelist and dramaturg of the
Moscow Art Theatre. The outspokenness of
his writing, however, kept him in constant
conflict with Stalin's regime, and much of
his work was suppressed. "Monsieur de
Moliere' reflects Bulgakov's relations with
the censorship in its account of the banning
of "Tartuffe'' and Moliere's last days. It was
performed briefly by the Moscow Art
Theatre in 1936-six years after it was
written-but even then was quickly removed
from the repertory, Under government
pressure. Bulgakov's collected plays were
finally published in 1962, but are still kept off
Soviet stages.
Bulgakov's work began attracting in-
ternational attention with the publication of
his novel, "The Master and Margarita," a
brilliant satiric fantasy. His plays, which
are currently being published in English for
the first time, are heavily influenced by his
admiration for Moliere: In addition to
"Monsieur de Moliere," he wrote a book-
length biography of the great French
dramatist, and an adaptation of "The
Bourgeois Gentlemen," entitled "Half-Mad
Jourdain."
The play has been translated by Carl and
EUendea Proffer; the title role will be
played by Jeremy Geidt. Admission is free.
L'or turiner information call U
Dance Students
In Workshop
For Parents
By Judy Del Guidice
Somehow it doesn't seem appropriate to
review the workshop presentation of
Saturday, November 4 given by the dance
students here at Trinity. The purpose of the
performance seemed to me to be a medium
through which the parents could get an idea
of what the dance program here has to offer.
The first half of the program consisted of
an improvisational dance led by different
students. As the group progressed each
student took turns initiating the movements.
At the end Judy Dworin came on to lead the
whole group in the final phases of the dance.
Next, the improvisation class performed
short pieces which were originally done as a
class assigment using sound and
progressing to three energy levels. The
group showed much imagination and there
seemed to be a unification of energies oc-
curring. A group of students followed doing
a word game exercise. The audience was
asked to give them words to which they were
supposed to react. There is a dangerous
tendency here to fall into cliche movements
but fortunately many of. the students were
able to overcome these stereotypes. They
showed both spontaneity and imagination in
their actions. They also had an energetic
attack and real sense of commitment to
each new word given. They all seemed quite
uninhibited and very free in their
movements. ;
The program ended with a piece, which
was a satire on love, choreographed by-Judy
Dworin. I should emphasize the fact that
this piece was presented not in its final
form, but, as a_work in progress. Despite its
miriortechhical faults such as a certain lack
of precision on the part of some of the
dancers, the production shows great
potential. The dance dealt with the common
stereotype of love relationships; from
courtly love, to "free love", to the com-
munal love shown in the celebration like
group ending. The mood of the piece was
established by the use of the theme from
"Love Story" to accompany the' first
couples in their interpretation of traditional
love. The theme progressed to love in the
realm of the sensitivity group; herei the
themes from "Tommy" was used and the
dancers improvised their movements at this
point. The ending was a group statement,
full of life and communion. My only ob-
jection to the piece was a feeling that the
dancers weren't confident enough in' what
they were doing to truly let themselves go.
This I think is due to the fact that the work
was still in its rehearsal stages. I'm anxious
to see the dance performed in its finished
state because I feel it has great potential. All
in all I found the complete program good
and it did indeed fulfill its purpose o
showing what dance here at Trinity is all
about.
Judy Del Giudice
"Le Petit Prince"
On Thursday, November 16, the Westledge
Touring Company will perform "The Little
Prince," A Contemporary Fantasy by Antolne
De Salnt-Exupery In the Austin Arts Center at 8
p.m. Admission is free!
Documentary Film
The Trinity Young Socialists are sponsoring
a screening of the documentary fi lm, "The
Inheritance"- today at 7:30 p.m. in McCooK
.-wuifofium. Donation of 75$.
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Strong Technique Highlights Faculty Dancing
By Jill Silverman
The Faculty Dance Concert Friday night
was the most vital and diversified per-
formance of modern dance yet witnessed at
Trinity. The concert included works by
Mirjam Berns, Bruce Kind, Risa Jaroslow
and Judy Dworin.
The most stimulating part of the evening
was Mirjam Berns' choreography. The
concert opened with her solo "A sob for
myself". It began with a taped ac-
companiment of her voice describing the
process of choreographing a solo for oneself.
I found, as I usually do, this verbal overcoat
superfluous to the dance itself; certainly the
solo was strong enough to stand on its own,
but for the sake of the way in which she
described it all I will quickly regurgitate a
bit .of it "making a solo for myself is a bit
like baking a cake for myself; i walked in
the studio, looked in the mirror at myself to
start to create this solo for myself and saw
that i only needed a haircut; i want to deal
with the relationship of dancers within
space, choreography for a group seems so
much more sensible-it is so silly to do a solo
for myself, looking at the traffic it always
seems to resolve itself; this is a dance for
two people."
Mirjam's body has an uncany way of
existing in a two dimensional space; Her
energy and dynamics have no center but
seem to send out waves of dispelled space.
Her dancing is pure movement at some
moments, almost sterile in its inability to
reach the viewer on an emotional level. The
sounds of her heavy breathing towards the
end of her solo seemed almost deliciously
incongruous to the intellectuality of the level
on which she was dealing with most of her
choreography.
In her choreography Mirjam presents the
dancer as a series of linear volumes in
space, that is, she is using the dancer as a
design creating entity. Thus one con-
sistently sees a linear use of the body:
straight arms, straight legs or movement
from joints, tilts, breaks from the pelvis and
hips, the face always blank coupled with this
is her amazing unpredictable energy. This
kept manifesting itself in my own psyche as
I wondered where the hell her motivation
was coming from? Why is the movement
happening? In Martha Graham all
movement evolves from the contraction, in
Humphrey-Weidman technique from the
concept of fall and rebound, in Merce
Cunningham it is the energy of New York
city and its bizarre appartment houses- in
one bedroom someone's being raped, in
another someone is beating his kids, in
another someone is watching queen for a
day from a wheel chair- It is this timeless
juxtaposition that one gets in Merce's
choreography that is glimpsed in Mirjam's
work- but her Dutch intellect is supreme in
this instance. (Mirjam Berns is in the U.S. a
grant from the Dutch government to study,
choreograph and teach modern dance)
I found several of the answers in "Duet for
Three," by far the most outstanding piece of
the evening which Mirjam Berns
choreographed. It was performed in thirty
minutes of silence by Karen Brooke, James
Cutting and Risa Jaroslow.
Creating a thirty minute dance in silence
is an amazing achievement, for any
choreographer, past, present, or future,
especially if it works as successfully as did
Duet for Three.
The piece opened with an empty stage.
The dancers entered one by one walking
what appeared to be tight ropes. Im-
mediately the sense of linearity and spatial
designs were defined. The first third of the
dance was executed with each of the dan-
cers as totally atonomous figure; a
movement phrase was carried on randomly,
appearing at various moments in time and
space- Like the choreography in Mirjam's
solo, the movement was form oriented, that
is the shapes and designs the gifures made
became more important than how they
arrived at these. Twice during this part
there were sequences where James and one
of the other dancers would execute a spatial
pattern together-this served as a refreshing
break in the established issolated patterns
of three figures moving in space. But the
atonomy was reestablished.
The second part began with an individual
moving alone on the stage. Shortly joined by
the other two, there was still no com-
munication, with either each other or the
audience- only what was, inherent in the
action and movement. Suddenly all three of
them fell into a synchronized period which
visually was a marvelous change and a
realease for the natural tension that had
once again been created while watching all
the isolation on stage. But once again this
dissolved and the third part began. The man
moved toward one of the women and
crawled under her picking her up, etc. This
was the first body contact the audience had
seen- the third dancer continued to move
oblivious to the other two- all three danced
in isloation again, then the man repeated the
pattern with the other woman. This occured
twice more in different varied forms. Once
again I sat questioning. Why and where
after all of this isolation was there any
motivation for body contact, much less
physical lifting and moving the other to
another area? The autonomous order was
reestablished, then once again dancing for
three and at the end all three dancers
converged centerstage and sighed as they
relaxed onto each others shoulders. Why
this ending?
The dilemna that faces any audience in
viewing a piece of art is whether they can
like it or dislike it inspite of the intention of
the creator. Mirjam Berns is dealing with
movement, pure and simple- nothing else;
Her dancers are simply vehicles for this
design- there is no superimposed motivation
orforce behind her choreography only what
is inherent in the movement itself- In this
respect her work is lucid in its portrayal and
unpretentious in its execution. Some have
called this kind of work sterile. On the
contrary I find it stimulating and essential
to any true understanding of dance as a
complete art in itself. Mirjam Bern's
choreography is very much like the ripples
created by dropping a stone in a still pond-
what becomes of primary importance to her
is the nature of the ripples themselves, not
the stone that sinks before the ripples
subside. I feel very strongly that this is a
valid approach to dance, and one that all
choreographers must grapple with at one
time or another - if they don't they are
simply cooking someone elses leftovers.
I find Risa Jaroslow's piece difficult to
discuss! It is obvious she too is of the same
school that attracts Merce Cunningham and
Kirjam Berns. What distinctively comes
through the surface similarities, though, is
Risa's own style of moving. Her energy as
well as the physical earthiness with which
her body slices space gives you spatial
dimensionality, a totally different feeling
than watching Mirjam. Her choreography
reflects this as did her use of music and
humor. Her piece came off as a much
broader work than either of the Berns
pieces.
"Ghosts" choreographed and performed
by Bruce King was particularly disap-
pointing. In various short vignettes, Kind
portrayed a character, wrestling with
ghosts. I found the structure of the dance
with short periods of dance and blackouts,
annoying, and the costume changes cum-
bersome. I lost sight of the dance for all the
effects. The choreography, was limited,
often times determined by the costumes
themselves rather than the dancer himself.
The use of pantomine can be more effective
when used exclusively. The concert was
concluded with improvisation by Judy
Dworin and musicians. I find improvisation
a very risky gamble for stage per-
formances. Unless one is particularly used
to walking out onto a stage to improvise
movement, the experience can prove
limiting for the dancer-choreographer.
Under pressure the artist will often rely on
movement that comes naturally to him
rather than using the format of im-
provisation to expand unconscious realms to
discover new movment. This is very dif-
ficult to do on the spot infront of an
audience. The joint effort of Judy and
musicians did work well, I only wish it had
gone on a bit longer. And the audience
participation was a refreshing lift for the
end of a fine evenings' performance. I only
wish that that too, had gone on and become
more exploratory than it did. But it's
something that can be worked on for future
performances.
i '
i i
Photos by Jim Wilson
Pictured above and below are scenes from Mirjam Berns' "Duet for Three" as performed by
Risa Jaroslow, Karen Brooke, and James Cutting during Friday night's Faculty Dance Con-
cert At right is Risa Jaroslow performing solo in the piece she choreographed for herself.
•> ,
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Music In The Chapel:
Charles Walker Organ Recital
By Danny Freelander
A capacity crowd of students and retur-
ning alumni gathered in the Trinity College
Chapel last Friday to hear an organ recital
by Charles Dodsley Walker '40. The recital,
second in this year's series of organ recitals
sponsored by the Chapel and the Music
Department was the best yet this year, and
promises to be hard to surpass.
Walker, a Trinity alumnus who studied
here under Clarence Watters is currently
National President of the American Guild of
Organists, and organization representing all
the professional organists in the United
States. He is widely admired by his peers,
and Friday's performance justified this
respect.
The first piece of the evening was SUITE
MEDIEVALE by Jean Langlais (1907 - ).
Here Mr. Walker made full use of the new
Chapel organ. Following the loud Prelude
(Entree), he experimented with the Tiento,
a four-voice cannon using two ancient stops,
the Voix Humaine and the Cromorne. This
modal movement was followed by Im-
provisation which emphasized chordal
progressions over a ground bass. The
Meditation (Communion) included the Dies
Ires theme in alteration, but unfortunately
the heavy use of vibrato in this movement
was distracting and marred full ap-
preciation of the composer's intricate
chromatic harmonies. The final movement,
Acclamations, revealed the full capacity of
French organ style with big chordal blasts
of the 'trumpets.'
Bach's PASSACAGLIA ET THEMA
FUGATUM in C minor was offered next in
striking contrast to the performance of the
same piece by Richard Birney Smith at a
similar recital a few weeks ago. Rather than
the flamboyance of Smith, Walker ap-
proached the piece with humility (as he did
the entire performance). Despite some
problems finding the correct bass pedals in
the first statement of the thematic material
of the piece Walker displayed fine control
with the music, especially in the difficult
triplet figures. I liked the approach the
organist brought to this very familiar Bach
work, and approach quite unlike most of the
performances I've heard of it before.
Walker brought a nice understatement to
the piece. He assumed we were all familiar
with it, and made us feel everything Bach
was doing, not just the constant presence of
the melodic theme.
The third movement of SUITE FOR
ORGAN by John Stanley (1713-1786), a
contemporary and friend of Handel, was the
highpoint of the next piece. This quickly
moving Trumpet Voluntary in Concerto
Style contrasts the solo trumpet against the
tutti (full ensemble) with the tutti repeating
and developing the thematic material first
presented by solo instrument.
The first and last movements of Felix
Mendelssohn's SONATA I finely displayed
the virtuousity of the organist and the
versality of the instrument he was playing.
The strange first movement Allegro
moderato e serioso contrasts the loud
opening theme with a very quiet, peaceful
and understated chorale in an antiphonal
fashion. It was most interesting to ex-
perience the tiny chorale emerge from out of
a massive blast of sound. The finale, Allegro
assai vivace allowed Walker to show off his
ability with a quick moving extroverted
display. He handled it with great com-
petence and style.
The closing piece of the evening
CARILLON DE WESTMINSTER by Louis
Vierne (1870-1937) was based on a theme
familiar to any Trinity student who checks
his watch according to the chimes of the
Chapel clocktower. The melody our chimes
play on the quarter hour is called the
"Westminister Chimes," and the inspiration
for this piece while Vierne visited West-
minister Abbey in 1924. After clearly stating
the chime melody, the piece proceeds in
theme and variation form through
numerous developments. Walker here
displayed a fine sense for dynamic contrast
and made good use of it in many of the
variations where chords would enter softly
under the chime melody and slowly build
until the theme is played out. The audience
clearly enjoyed this piece and gave the
organist a standing ovation.
Despite competition from a Faculty
Dance recital in the Artcenter, and two
popular films at Cinestudio the large,
receptive audience proved the interest and
desire in good music at Trinity. I only
lament that in a season so bare of good
serious performances in the Arts two of the
best had to take place on the same evening.
The next organ recital will be presented
on January 19, 1973, by Jonathan Reilly,
organist of the College.
Tripod
Photographers
Exhibit
By Bill Parish
"I drooled on it. Right in the middle of &
Mather Hall lobby I was looking at \k
photographs and droolong. If only I.."
Most photographers have been pretty
unhappy at Trinity. Facilities have been
somewhere between non-existant and
atrocious. Courses have almost never teen
offered. And now the Tripod photographers
get together to exhibit what is generaUyan
excellent group of photographs. How much
is a photographer supposed to endure? Does
one have to sign himself away to a
publication in order to realize any of his
artistic (yes, photography is an art) talent?
The photographs on exhibit in Mather.HaH
show that the Tripod photographers need
not restrict themselves to a photojour-
nalistic approach. The portraits, my
favorite type or work, were striking, but not »
memorable. The best of these was a picture
of two black boys, one wearing a Con-
federate hat and one a Union hat. This
technique of contrasting pairs, was also
used, although less successfully, in a picture
of two dogs. Many pictures employed
regularity to a very effective degree. Grid
patterns, repitition, and mirror images
were used most frequently. The most
memorable of these was a picture of a girl
superimposed over an ashram. The girl's
arms merge with the sides of the building
and her blond hair contrasts against the
silhouette of the roof.
Although .photographers generally take a
back seat to the art students here, who
themselves take a back seat to everybody
else, conditions may be improving. A
photography club has been formed and
barring a veto of their budget, funds will be
made available to renovate the two
darkrooms in Mather Hall. That will mean
two new darkrooms— new from the top of
their new dust preventing ceilings to the
bottom of their new stainless steel sinks. In
the future a photographer need only join a
photography club to unleash those artistic.
drives, (write Box 1010)
There is also a rumor that a student
taught basic black and white photography
course will be offered next semester, despite
some opposition from the curriculum
committee (there is no room on the
curriculum for a "how to" course).
If photographers are going to make a
name for themselves at Trinity it is only.
going to be through activities such as these.
Shows, clubs and courses, all student
sponsored are the best way to show people
that photogtaphy is here to stay. Now if only
other photographers would take their cue
from the Tripod photographers and stop
hiding in their darkrooms.
Poetry Reading:
Richard Howard Performs
By Joel Kemelhor
Daguerrotype
By Gigi Bradford
Stone-flat flesh.
Eyes
behind quick
eye
of light.
Timed eyes
pressed
passed waiting,
endless,
for the final click.
Caught, we Were
posing, almost real ;
colorless
as paste on paper,
smiling;
our eyes like slate.
Richard Howard's reading last Wed-
nesday night might be termed
"preposterous"--that is, with vision
reversed. For this poet casts a glittering eye
back to the 19th century; and Mr. Howard,
as translator or author of 150 books, shares
the industry of his favored age.
The three poems offered from his
collection Untitled Subjects (awarded a
Pulitzer prize in 1970) were garbed in
personalities and objets of fin-de-siecle
distinction, so much so that the poet felt
obliged to annotate each. None could
demand a poet read his work without
comment-the principle attraction of a
reading is, after all, the chance to grasp a
sense of verse beyond the printed page. Nor,
as good moderns, may we deny the public
role of a poet whose work stresses private
theater and invention. Yet a question
remains: How does one "imagine" the past
without tinkering with it, without mistaking
for substance exotic shadow?
The past always looks serener on the other
side of the tense. It is easy to cherish the
florid names of old-time Havana cigars
without having to brave smoke and ash.
Madison Avenue knows the appeal of wicker
chairs and Tiffany glass, and uses them to
furnish "life-styles." I do not undervalue
terrapin soup or filigree spoons from the
Columbia Exposition, but note that memory
may be cluttered with memorabilia. When I
call Richard Howard a "shopper," it is with
respect for his taste.
The trio from Untitled Subjects wasn't
merely read; it was performed, the poet
strolling in front of the Wean Lounge lec-
tern, speaking through the voices of Richard
Strauss or "probably Thackery." Mr.
Howard's comments brimmed with period
facts "good for you to know," and were
delivered in a manner a bit coy ("as it
were") but. engaging.
His poetry is engaging. It is also fluent,
formal, and perhaps overinformed. One
swallows the silvery syllabub, sends
compliments to the chef, but is disincluded
to puzzle out the recipe. Still, it is delicious
to encounter Strauss demning the music of
Debussy ("no de-Well-op-mint!"), or
William Gladstone,: age 8?, enjoying his first
vacation on the Rivera. ... ^
After-pausing for water and,a.jm,
Howard read "From Beyoglu, out-o
recent Findings. This piece beau uuy
transcribed the magic of ™&\™?±
fects upon the old stone trash
has left in Istanbul. From an
set of "love poems in answer toW
we heard "Is Auden Senile?
suggesting how a person becomes
teller, was my favorite of the evening
Many in the audience appeared to R^. .
the concluding poem, "The Comedy of.w ,g
which treats of Toulouse-Lautrec, anu
commissioned by.the Boston M ^ h a t
Fine Arts to celebrate an exhibition oi
 rf
painter's work. Apart from -a P ™ t n e
Lautrec's steel etching, needle with
 f
Eiffel Tower and a reference to a worn ^
the Moulin Rouge ("a mouth that w ^
open secret"), there seemed liffl^"• ,,Jt
tempt. Mr. Howard says of thfpainter, ^
was the incomplete you loved «o
 of
poet. And regrettably, only a certain sor
revelation fits on a tea-tray.
**^rk.i-\
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Ezra Pound: 1885-1972
By Ginny Butera
Beneath the sagging roof
The stylist has taken shelter
Unpaid, uncelebrated,
At last from the world's welter
Nature receives him;
With a placid and uneducated mistress
He exercises his talents
And the soil meets his distress.
The haven from sophistications and contentions
Leaks through its thatch
He offers succulent cooking;
The door has a creaking latch.
E. Pound "hugh selwyn Marberley")
Ezra Pound born in Idaho, 1885, died in Venice, 1
November 1972. It was a symbolic death, the final
silencing of a man who had been outspoken for so many
years and who had been both praised and condemned
for his utterances.
It is to be debated whether Pound will be remem-
bered in his own right as a poet and a translator, or if
we will recall his name only in relation to James Joyce,
Scott Fitzgerald, William Butler Yeats, T. S. Eliot.,
whom Pound discovered, encouraged, supported and
publicly praised. He was the link in their chain of
success, and" all openly admit their debt to him. It is
ironical then that he who lived longer will be forgotten
more quickly than the others who indisputably remain
the literary greats of this century.
"A man's paradise is his good nature" he wrote in
Canto 93, and yet Pound in so many ways remained in
Hell. His anti-Semetic feeling and his supported of
Fascism tainted his middle years. He was declared a
Morte A Venezia
traitor to our country and bore the burden for the rest
of his life of having transmitted on the radio from Italy
to the United States, his pro-Fascist sentiments. Pound
was forcibly secluded in a mental hospital in
Washington for twelve years and was at the same time
privately silenced as men condemned his poetry not
necessarily in and of itself, but as a result of his openly
expressed beliefs.
A poet's life, however, is not to be one of silence, for
his existence is based on speaking, believing in the
force of words, in the validity and essentiality of
communicating ideas to others. Must we silence a
poetic voice, having disagreed with his political one?
It is interesting to note, moreover, that the
dichotomy present in Pound's life is visible within his
verse. His poetry vacillates from smooth sensitive
images; "Like a skein of loose silk blown against a
wall/She walks by the railing of a path in Kensington
Gardens,..." or the familiar one, "The apparitions of
these faces in the crowd;/ Petals on a wet, black
bough." to his garbled, unappealing style in the Cantos
where he mixes and mangles his literary knowledge
using, simultaneously, Chinese characters, German
and Greek phrases with allusions to Dante. His tran-
slations from Chinese poetry repeat his original clarity
and beauty, but then we are also faced with his own
verse which must be subjected to a certain translation
and interpretation. I find nothing more antithical than
the opening to Canto 15,
The saccharescent, lying in glucose,
the pompous in cotton wool
with a stench like the fats at Grasse,
rumbling with imperialism...
The stylist has taken shelter
Unpaid, uncelebrated,
At last from the world's welter
Nature receives him;
With a placid and uneducated mistress
He exercises his talents
And the soil meets his distress.
Leaks through its thatch
He offers succulent cooking;
The door has a creaking latch.
(E. Pound "hugh selwyn Marberley")
Beneath the sagging roof
His images are very precise here, but with an extreme
harshness that we saw in his violently expressed
political feelings.
His accomplishments in the literary world, and his
failures in the political one are simultaneously com-
prehensible if we are able to perceive Pound's need to
express himself and explain himself. His self-imposed
silence of the last ten years can be read in two ways.
Self-admittedly, he wanted to repent in a certain sense
for his outspokenness, and, too, perhaps he had
reached the point where it was no longer of use to try
and explain how he felt, that the paradise for which he
was searching had been found,, and was un-
communicatable.
He retreated to the silence of Venice, to the calm of
the lagoons, to the diaphonous quality of reflected
light. There, one searching for peace and a Paradise to
end his Hell can be absorbed in the mysteries of
labyrinthine Venice. No one need speak.
Cellulose: Brook's 'Marat/Sade'
Pull Yourself Up By Your Own Hair
By Aron Pasternack
THE FILM OF THE PETER
BROOK/ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COM-
PANY PRODUCTION OF MARAT/SADE
SH6ULD BE SEEN BY EVERY PERSON
WHO HAS THE LEAST DESIRE TO CALL
HIMSELF INTELLIGENT OR IN-
FORMED.
After seeing this film several years ago
then reading the play and seeing it again, I
still find it difficult to talk rationally about
it. By it's very nature the film is irrational,
it is both an intellectual and emotional
assault on the brain and hear of the viewer.
X-rating
MARAT/SADE is probably the only film
ever to get an X rating because of
ideological content. There is "violence" but
it is all simulated; there is not one drop of
real blood and this is obvious to the
audience. There is some sex but again all
simulated - no one takes off their clothes.
And yet the X rating. Why? The ideas are X
ideas, ideas that reach inside of you, fight
with you, and ultimately, as a character
says, you must "Pull yourself up by your
own hair ... turn yourself inside out and see
the whole world with fresh eyes."
What is the film about? Well, the full title
is the plot-THE PERSEUCTION AND
ASSASSINATION OF JEAN PAUL MARAT
AS PERFORMED BY THE INMATES OF
THE ASYLUM OF CHARENTON UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF THE MARQUIS DE
SADE. The film is more or less a tran-
scription of the stage play by Peter Weiss. It
was given its English language premiere by
the ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY
under the direction of Peter Brook in 1964.
The play combines many diverse elements -
ideological debate music hall songs,
mimetic spectacle of lunatics, self conscious
ritual, a play within a play within a play
within ... to form a unique theatrical ex-
perience.
M. de Sade has written a play for the
theraputic benefit of the inmates of the
Asylum of Charenton. the play is both a
chronicle of Marat's assassination and
elements of the revolution; an ideological
debate on revolution between Marat and
Sade. He has assigned parts in the play to
other lunatics and he plays himself. Thus a
Brechtian very ironic view is obtained; we
are able to see the inmates separately from
the characters they are playing: Marat is
paranoid, Charlotte Corday is a som-
nambulist, Duperret is an erotomaniac,
Jacques Roux is a strait-jacketed maniac.
There are other Brechtian elements in the
play; it is episodic and each individual scene
is announced by a Herald; we know what is
going to happen. But that does not make it
any less expected or any less frightening.
Around Sade's play is the framework of it
being presented to Coulmirer, the director
of the asylum, his wife and daughter, and an
audience of their bourgeousie friends.
The mind is challenged and stimulated by
the words of Marat and Sade, startled by the
spectacle of the inmates of Charenton losing
interest, retreating into their private in-
sanities, becoming aroused by the songs and
ultimately getting out of control.
Rousing Music
The songs are an integral part of' the
production. On their most basic level they
are English music hall songs, the singing led
by a quartet of clown-dressed inmates. And
yet the music weaves and boils over and
excites the inmates - and the audience - into
a true spirit of revolution. They are songs
of individual liberty' 'We want out revolution
... NOW" "What's the use of a revolution
without general copulation" - and the in-
mates respond to this mood and go along
with it until they transcend the limits of
DeSade's play and become revolutionaires
in the end.
The debate of Marat and DeSade
challenges just about every conception and
idea we have. Marat aging, confined to his
bath because of sores, argues for the
abolition of the old order at all costs; Sade,
playing himself, the man who attempted to
discover himself first through perversions
and orgies and then through revolution, is
now of a consciousness beyond revoltion for
he understands the cycles of natures and the
inevitability of death. (Marat by contrast
screams "I hate your nature") It is Sade's
play so he has the best lines. But in Weiss's
play more disturbing elements intrude. The
Herald keeps insisting thai: all this took
place 15 years in the past and things are
different now. And yet we know that they
and we are not. Coulmier - the decadent
bourgeious personified - insists we're all
modern; we're all revoluatonaries now. And
we know that they are not and we are not.
And the inmates in the end bring the ideals
of Marat alive as they attack and rape and
start to destroy the asylum. The madmen
become revolutionaries. But who are they
real madmen? I cannot answer this.
Technique
MARAT/SADE is basically a film of the
stage presentation. Yet the camera is used
inventively; although the set remains the
same throughtout we explore every inch of
it, and the human face in closeup is more
revealing than any landscape.
The acting in this film is of such a high
level that it transcends all feeble attempts at
praise. Let it suffice to say that the play had
a limited run in New York because the
actors literally could not take the continued
strain of being madmen,
MARAT/SADE is a wordy piay and it is
stagy; but it is meant to be; and it is a work
of such power and vision that it transcends
the medium and reaches out into the deepest
recesses of our conscious and unconscious.
Batsheva
Dance Co.
Three new works appear on the, program
of the Batsheva Dance Company when the
company of thirty artists appear at the
Bushnell Thanksgiving eve November 22 at
8:15 p.m.
Songs of My People - Forest People - Sea
People is a new dance by the director of the
Stuttgart Ballet, John Cranko. 3 Out of Me,
by Batsheva resident choreographer, Linda
Rabin is set to the music of Handel. Moon:
Full, by American John Butler and set to
music by Zvi Avni, bears the inscription, "A
landscape of men and women at the moment
of the full moon-a time of transformation,
confrontations and madness."
Although the Batsheva Dance Company of
Israel has marked only seven calendar
years, it draws on a tradition of dance which
extends back through Biblical times. Spare,
lean, exciting and polished down to the last
detail, the company earned immediate
recognition for its originality in
choreography, music, sets, and costumes.
Tickets for this performance are now
available at the Bushnell Box Office.
' ;
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Three members of the Batsheva Dance Company of Israel who will be performing in nantora on November 22 for one
performance. The performance will include works by John Cranko, Linda Rabin and John Butler.
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One's
Sin
Despite,its official status as a "College
organization" Cinestudio has become of late
a highly independent and unresponsive
organization devoted not to the needs and
interests of the community, but to becoming
a commercial enterprise hiding behind a
tax-exempt status.
The theatre was originally founded to
provide an opportunity for students to study
film-making and exhibition, while offering
the College community a perpetual film
festival.
But if Cinestudio's recent proposal is
accepted by President Lockwood the
organization will be run by a committee of
three, who will be responsible only to the
President. This committee, none of whom
need be students, will determine all policy,
make all business and artistic decisions,
and direct all bookings.
Because of major investments in
renovations Cinestudio has fallen into deep
debt, and must now concentrate its
bookings on films guaranteed to bring large
revenues. No longer are films shown
because of their artistry or historical
significance; concern with box-office
receipts has transformed most offerings
into a repetition of any other low-grade
theatre in Hartford.
Perhaps most annoying to the community
is the drain placed on College resources by
the theatre's presence on campus. Parking
has become more difficult, security is
jeopardized, and Krieble auditorium itself
can no longer be used as- a lecture hall
because Cinestudio, during the summer,
removed the desks and installed chairs.
These difficulties would be overlooked if
we felt that Cinestudio compensated by
offering Trinity students discounted ad-
mission, or guaranteed seats, or even the
opportunity to participate in the selection of
films.
Instead, Cinestudio is becoming more and
more insulated, responsible only to
President Lockwood, who can hardly be
expected to take student interests into
consideration when dealing with the
theatre.
We would like to-propose that the Trinity
College Council (TCC) investigate
Cinestudio's proposal, hold open hearings
for the community, and present a final
recommendation to the President. We feel
that Cinestudio, if it is to continue to exist on
the campus, must be made responsive to all
members of the College community, not
just Dr. Lockwood. After all, we recall what
happened with the chairs this summer-
would students or faculty, who must use
Krieble as a classroom, have permitted the
elimination of the desks?
Finally, we would suggest that the TCC or
the College Affairs Committee, which
represent all segments of the community,
be designated as an overseeing board for
the theatre. In this way we would hope to
increase community input into Cinestudio
governance as well as prevent its trans-
formation into an insulated clique seeking
only to make profits.
ST.''.-. , •:
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Looking
Ahead
What can we say?
President Nixon has won re-election by a
landslide, despite his refusal to campaign.
We might see this massive victory of a man
whose policies we abhor as the ruination of
America over the next four years, yet we
have cautious hopesfor the future.
We see the vote last Tuesday as reflecting
not so much an acceptance of the Nixon
record and a mandate for his policies, but
rather the cautious rejection of a man
whose ideas have not yet been reached by
the American people.
Although President Nixon won a
tremendous personal victory over Senator
McGovern, the Republican party went down
to smashing defeat. This promises to be the
most liberal House of Representatives in
recent memory.
Senator McGovern does not occupy the
White House, but he has nonetheless
established himself as a national leader
whose warnings against repression at home
and abroad must be heeded if we are to
remain a free people.
And, as Senator McGovern has pledged,
we will not give up the quest for peace and a
reorientation of national priorities. We will
not still our voices when we see corruption
or immorality in public office.
' i t > f
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Nixon At The Shoreham
By Matthew Moloshok
WASHINGTON, D.C., Tuesday,
November 7 - President Nixon's supporters
gathered at the Shoreham Hotel tonight to
celebrate a victory everyone knew would
come.
With the polls showing him ahead by
about 25% of the popular vote, the President
swept a record 49 states and captured just
under 61% of the popular vote, the second
highest percentage of the popular vote in
history.
The magnitude of the majority, however,
may be overshadowed in the history books
by the knowledge that it was solely Nixon's
personal victory. Republicans and
Republicanism did not win this year
although their presidential candidate did. In
fact, they failed to gain more than 11 of the
41 seats they needed in the House of
Representatives and actually lost two seats
to the Democrats in the Senate, increasing
the Democrats lead from 5 seats to 7.
But if the people at the Shoreham were
upset they did not show it. The partying and
celebrating went on, seemingly oblivious to
any returns except the presidential
balloting.
In fact, President Nixon himself, arriving
shortly after midnight to address about
7,000 guests, seemed to derive great per-
sonal satisfaction from the win.
Reminding the audience that this was his
last opportunity to serve as chief executive,
Nixon said, "I simply want to say from the
bottom of my heart, thanks for making our-
last campaign the very best one of all."
The evening was over fairly quickly. By
8:30 NBC News showed the President
having won more than the 270 electoral
votes needed for his re-election.
Yet excitement remained high throughout
the evening as the guests awaited Senator
McGovern's concession and President
Nixon's arrival.
One 16-year old stated for example, "I
want to see McGovern concede. I want to
hear what he has to say about getting
beaten so badly. The more Nixon wins by,
the better."
The bulk of the crowd was not so much
anti-Democratic as anti-McGovern. "There
are a lot of good Democratic leaders who
deserve to win," explained one guest. But
George McGovern wasn't one of them, and,
"This is a clear-cut mandate. McGovern
isn't the only one in trouble - Hanoi is in
plenty of trouble too. They know what's
going on and I look for a cease fire very
quickly," he continued.
When McGovern hit the screen at 11:30
there was almost complete silence. The
place went wild when he conceded but there
was absolute silence again as McGovern
stated, "All of this effort shall bear fruit for
years to come."
When McGovern said, "If we have pushed
the day of peace just one day closer then
every bonecrushing effort in this campaign
was worth the entire sacrifice." There was
a sprinkling of applause from the Nixon
supporters in the Regency Ballroom.
One woman explained that she applauded
"sarcastically." McGovern should not try
to take any credit for the President's peace
efforts, she said, "that's ridiculous. Sar-
casm isn't a kind word but it describes my
emotions."
Another guest said he felt McGovern's
concession was "entirely too long and
inappropriate as a concession speech. It
was another campaign speech." He agreed
that McGovern's assertion that his cam-
paign had hastened peace efforts was
"absurd."
As soon as McGovern conceded the
projection screen revealed The Victor.
Nixon told the nation that "What unites
America today is infinitely more important
than those things which divide us," and
pledged to achieve "the greatest generation
of peace... that m^i has ever known," to
bring "prosperity without war and without
inflation," and equal opportunity.
The audience seemed to enjoy the
President's conciliatory tone. "He's shown
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Victory
WASHINGTON: The vie-
f | j torious Republican ticket,
I § President Nixon and Vice
I' . ! President Spiro T. Agnew
acknowledge applause as they
appear at the Republican
election night headquarters in
the Shoreham Hotel, n/7 after
Nixon's landslide victory over
George McGovern.
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great composure here and presided as a
president should," said one woman.
Another woman in the crowd said, "I hope
the tone of his speech will be the character
of the next four years."
Speaking a few minutes before Nixon,
Vice-President Spiro Agnew said, "I hope
the performance of the Nixon-Agnew ticket
will satisfy not only its supporters but those
who voted against it."
Agnew called Nixon "one of the most
temperate leaders in the history of our
country" and said "the more he is known by
a great people, the more he is loved by a
great people."
Fears were expressed early in the af-
ternoon that President Nixon could not
greet his supporters at the Shoreham
because of a strike by CBS technicians.
One rumor as of 2:30 was that the
President would not cross the technicians'
picketline. At a news conference, Herbert
Klein, director of communications for the
President, said he had not spoken to the
President and could not state whether or not
he would come.
Technicians from all three major net-
works manned the lines outside the hotel
until the National Labor Relations Board in
New York won an injunction against the
secondary strike.
By five p.m., ABC and NBC camera
crews had set up in-the Regency Room. CBS
decided to limit its coverage at the
Shoreham to its main unit in the Regency
Room and not to operate remote units
within the hotel. The main unit was manned
by managerial staff.
When the picketers learned of CBS's
decision and the injunction against a
sympathy strike, they left the Shoreham.
The guests in the Regency- Room cheered
the ticket as it addressed them. These
guests were the nuts and bolts of the
campaign - staffers, managers, and the
like -- and government officials.
A separate party was given in the Blue
Room of the Shoreham for the "financial
committee" - the campaign's largest
contributors. The Press did not gain ad-
mission to this party.
To the extent that those in the Regency
Room were associated with the Committee
to Re-elect the President rather than the
Republican National Committee they
seemed unaffected by the results of
congressional and gubernatorial races.
There was, in fact, a strong division
between the Committee to Re-elect the
President and the Republican National
Committee.
Clark MacGregor, the chairman of the
Committee for the Re-election of the
President, told ABC news that the vote
represented a personal victory for Nixon.
Voters had given the President a mandate
for a continuation of his policies he ex-
plained rather than "articulated a
Republican philosophy" straight down the
ticket.
Robert Finch, a former secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and a
leading California Republican, said the
President should have identified himself
more carefully as a Republican. He
asserted that the President's foreign policy
had won over many voters to him per-
sonally but not to the Republican party.
"Foreign affairs are primarily a
presidential perogative," explained Finch,
and would not affect popular conceptions of
congressional candidates.
Powell Moora, communications director
for the Committee to Reelect the President,
in an exclusive TRIPOD interview, laid part
of Nixon's majority to youth support for the
President. He said it stemmed from his
"Credibility."
"Youth admires honesty and straight-
forwardness," he said. "They reject efforts
to be deceptive and duplicitoussic."
Admitting that the mining of Haiphong
harbor and the resumption of bombing last
year may hot have been popular positions,
Mpora concluded, "his straightforeward
way of conducting the business of state won
over many young voters. I think that that's
the only was to run a government. Don't
you?"
Moora characterized relations between
the press and the Nixon administration as
good.
"We have selectively reserved the right to
criticize the media as they criticize us. The
news media is not exempt from criticism
any more than any other* institution in a free
society," he said.
He added that over the past 3 and 3/4
years, relations have been good and, while
"relations with the Washington-based press
may be strained at times," the Nixon ad-
ministration's relations are better than
Lyndon Johnson's administration's had
been. He observed that newspapers had
endorsed Nixon's reelection bid by a ratio of
7:1.
Everyone at the Shoreham -- an estimated
7,000 guests -- were invited and a variety of
pins, tags, and buttons gained admission to
different rooms.
An estimated 400 police and Secret Ser-
vice officers watched the guests and
hallways while seven fire officials kept tab
on the electricity.
There were very few posters around in the
Regency Ballroom -- which is an ornate,
panelled cavern.
The Shoreham Hotel is huge and
sprawling located in northwest Washington,
Putting a political jamboree here was like
bringing a belly dancer to the Waldorf-
Astoria : the tinsel looked out of place.
And some campaign paraphernelia were
enough to glitter. Every variety of button,
sash, tie clasp, and suspender bearing a
Nixon slogan could be found here. Hostesses
wearing pins that said, "Pretty Girls for
Nixon" circulated through the crowd.
One 18-year old, Steven Some, a freshman
at George Washington University, was
wearing about half of the available types.
Some headed the Committee to Reelect the
President's effort to get this campaign
paraphernalia into the hands of prominent
people who would consent to wear it
publicly. He worked all year at the Com-
mittee's national offices.
Some examples of his wares: suspenders
in red, white and blue saying "Nixon's the
One," a tie with the same message, one
button reading "Right On, Mr. President,
and another saying in Hebrew and Engilsh,
"Nixon."
I get carried away with enthusiasm,' he
explained, "but I really admire President
Nixon a whole lot." Both he and his parents
are registered as independents.
For most campaign workers here, it was
their first campaign. They were all excited
by the political arena, and most wanted to
stay in politics.
They were also skeptical of reporters
asking them questions and preferred to
send them to their higher ups. When tne
Tripod pressed three of them together to
answer questions, one started to play p e
reporter with the other two: "Do you enjoy
what you're doing? Do you want to stay in
politics? Do you anticipate getting a job ai
the White House „
 nnP
"I'm not going to volunteer, one
responded, "but if the President offers ...
I'd have to think about it."
A galaxy of stars spoke to the guests "i
including Frank Sinatra, James Brown ana
Lionel Hampton. Only Sammy Davis, Jr.
performed, however, and his .secono
number, "Candyman" was interrupted oy
Senator McGovern's concession.
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Shriver At The Hilton
By Lindsay Mann
WASHINGTON, D.C., Tuesday,
November 7 - At McGovern headquarters,
the faithful expressed their disbelief at the
returns and their leaders expressed their
hopes for the future of the Democratic
party.
As Sargent Shriver, the Democrat's vice-
presidential nominee, told his supporters at
the Hilton "you are the vanguard of the
future, and represent much that is good in
America," he and the other Democrats
seemed to grimly turn their attention to the
76 elections.
The whole evening was one of mixed
emotions for the Democrats as they lost the
presidency in a landslide, but strengthened
their position in the Senate.
There were evangelists overtones as
Shriver declared, "the banner of this
campaign was truth."
"The journey we started will not end with
this election," he continued, saying the
Democratic party looked forward to
working with them in the future.
Senator McGovern's concession speech,
broadcast from South Dakota to his sup-
porters in Wahsington, also stressed this
theme of mission.
"I want every single one of you to
remember and never to forget that if we
pushed the day of peace just one day closer,
then every minute and every hour and
every bonecrushing effort in this campaign
was worth the entire effort," he said.
He said he did not want the election night
to be ruined by sadness, because of the
progress this country had gained by the
election.
The crowd applauded McGovern but
received Shriver much more en-
thusiastically with chants of ""seventy-six",
"dump Nixon", and "right on" during his
speeches.
Jean Westwood, chairman of the
Democratic National Party, told the crowd,
"You have made a difference in this
country that is never going to be forgotten."
She added that the Democratic party was
"going to come out of this (election)
stronger."
She said she felt the party had done a good
job with voter registration despite a late
start and a lack of funds, although "when
one looks back, one can always see better
ways of doing it."
The Democratic chairman said the
Watergate issue "was beginning to catch
on, until the announcement of the Vietnam
negotiations, which overshadowed it."
According to Westwood the decision to
drop Senator Thomas Eagleton from the
ticket hurt McGovern, but that "it was a
decision that could not be wise no matter
what (one) did."
Vincent Clephas, election night media
director, described the night as a "people's
party." He couldn't explain, however, why
only four Democratic figures spoke.
A Copley News Service reporter
described the lack of officials as the "ob-
vious emotional poverty of the Democratic
Party."
Some analysts said the leaders did not
appear because they did not want to be
associated with a "sinking ship."
The party at the Hilton did not begin until
nine o'clock, and when it did, the McGovern
supporters already knew Nixon was to win
the presidency by a landslide as predicted
by NBC news at exactly 7:00 pm, when
Nixon had taken four states, Tennessee,
Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana, although the
votes were only partially tabulated.
The Democratic National Committee
(DNC) distributed eight thousand tickets to
the party and asked area citizens to attend,
but no more than 3,000 people came.
Those at the party expressed their
despair over the loss to each other, and
occasionally attempted to analyze the
reasons for Nixon's victory.
One Washington D.C. citizen said that she
was happier in the ballroom than she would
have been at home, because she could share
the suffering of McGovern's loss with all
those present.
A taxi driver felt McGovern was "too
decent a man to win."
According to an area family, McGovern
lost the election for four reasons: the apathy
of the country, the lack of student support
throughout the country, Nixon's control of
the press, and because McGovern was not
on top of the issues.
An Underground Press Syndicate
reporter suggested that the radical
movement, created by Nixon's repression,
had supported McGovern as the only
alternative.
William Wilson, black chairman of the
Democratic party in Washington D.C, was
one of the few Democratic officials present.
He described President Nixon as a
"sophisticated Archie Bunker", whose
campaign reduced people to groups with the
lowest common denominator. He said Nixon
subtletly pitted black against white, took
advantage of people's fears, and made them
respond to his "law and order" position.
Wilson called the imminent peace in
Vietnam "an election ploy...We could have
hadpeace on the terms now available, three
years ago."
1
Concession
WASHINGTON: A dejected R.
Sargent Shriver addresses supporters
and thanks them for their efforts at
Democratic election night
headquarters early 11/8. The
Democratic vice presidential can-
didate watched his running mate,
George McGovern make his consession
speech on TV.
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By Robin Danziger
HARTFORD, Tuesday, November 7 -
Election night has come and gone without
causing much more than a little ripple on
the Trinity campus. If you took a walk
around campus, it would have seemed like
any ordinary night. A few more televisions
blared and a few more students talked
about politics at dinner time than usual.
Generally, students were unconcerned
with how the election was proceeding. Most
students reflected the same sentiments as
two conversing on the long walk;
"Hi, Hear any election returns?"
"No."
"Well I have."
"It's bad, isn't it?"
As of 9:00, things were pretty quiet on
campus. By that time, Nixon had won 12
states and was ahead in 13 others. NBC had
already declared him to be the winner.
The Tripod went around to various places
on campus, asking for people's reactions to
the election and its results. Andrea Mc-
Crady, '75, was standing outside the
College's McGovern headquarters in
Seabury. "You don't want to go in there,"
she said. "It's very depressing."
Once inside headquarters, the at-
mosphere resembled that of a morgue.
Nobody was saying much, and, except for
an occasional sigh or expression of disgust,
the only sound came from the television,
which showed the Republican victory party
at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington. When
Sammy Davis Jr. came on and began
praising Nixon and giving the peace sign,
the students began jeering.
One of the depressed faces belonged to
Steve Barkan, '73, one of the leaders of the
young Democrats who said, "When I
compare what will happen from four more
years of Nixon to what might have hap-
pened with four years of McGovern, I get
sick and disgusted. Nixon has gotten a
mandate to continue his morally bankrupt
policies that reek of insensitivity,
callousness, and contempt for human
decency. When will the war end? When will
corruption end? The United States has
today lost more of its humanity."
However, not everybody reacted as
strongly to the election as did Barkan and
the other students at McGovern
headquarters. One student remarked that it
was incredible how quiet the campus was.
In Wean Lounge, at around 10:00, five
students were sitting around the television,
studying or talking. An hour later, the
number had increased to six.
One student in the library, when asked
how he felt abot the election, replied, "I
don't know; what's there to say?" Another
simply said, "I'm apathetic."
Down in the Cave, groups sat discussing
the election. A table of upperclassmen
seemed neither upset nor pleased. They
said the campus was generally too
apathetic and therefore hadn't gotten really
involved in the election. They commented
that the country would have to pay for its
"stupidity" in electing Nixon, but that there
was no reason to be scared, surprised, or too
pessimistic.
The majority of people on campus had
voted for McGovern and expressed fear and
disappointment at the election's result.
Peter Basch, '74, expressed the most
emotional reaction. Basch said, "I've been
retching all night. I'm very afraid for the
country. I'm disgusted, annoyed, angry and
scared."
One student said that it was the first time
he had felt "such a sinking sensation in my
stomach" since the attempted
assassination of George Wallace.
Jim Gomes, '75, was a little calmer about
the situation. "I'm very disappointed, but
I'm hot surprised," Gomes said. "I just
hope that we, meaning the Democrats, can
hold on to the House and the Senate and
hopefully beat dear Vice-President Agnew
in 1976."
Most people were not surprised at Nixon's
win, although some said they had not an-
ticipated such a landslide. Many, like
Gomes, expressed their hope that the
Republicans would not take control of the
Congress.
One former student said the results were
distressing because they indicated a vote
against George McGovern, rather than a
vote for Nixon. He said this showed
Americans were not yet ready to listen to
the voice of change.
There were a number of people on
campus who were happy with the Nixon
victory but, like the McGovern people, they
did not express any great enthusiasm.
Several people felt that Nixon was simply
the lesser of two evils, and that he would do
less damage to the country than would
McGovern.
One sophomore thought that the Nixon
victory was "magnificent." She was quite
pleased that the American people had
shown what they truly believed. Another
sophomore, Maury Landry, said that the
results showed exactly what he had
predicted: that Nixon would take
everything but Massachusetts and D,C,
When asked how he felt, he said, "I'm
happy because I'm a Nixon supporter and I
hope his coattails are long enough to give
him a Republican Senate."
Senior Steve Chernaik was also quite
pleased with the victory. He said, "I think
the Nixon victory is a very healthy sign. I
think that the American people are very
much aware of how bad a situation the
country was in when Nixon took over, both
domestically and in foreign policy, and how
well Nixon, not always perfectly, but
nonetheless quite successfully, has solved
what almost seemed like insolvable
situations. I think it's also a healthy sign in
that the American people rejected a can-
didate whose thinking was basically a
product of very far left intellectual elitism:
a candidate who would surround himself
with people like Ramsey Clark, build his
campaign around giving amnesty and
legalizing marijuana and abortion..."
Thus Election Night '72 came to a close,
with few members of the Trinity student
population losing much sleep over Nixon's
winning a second term.
The Student Vote
(Photo by yoyo
Trinity students at the polls at the
Michael Fox School near the campus.
Most students on campus did not seem
enthused by the balloting, however.
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Bourgeois Seeds Bear Fruit
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By Matt Moloshok
I haven't been funny since I went down to cover the
Republican Headquarters in Washington D.C. this
week.
I've made plenty of efforts. I sat down diligently at
my typewriter and said to myself "Be funny. Be fun-
ny." But nothing came of it.
I had two ideas for columns this week, and before I
met with all those Republicans, they seemed genuinely
funny. I thought I could do a piece on the elections -
how it wasn't really an election but the latest Cecil B.
DeMille spectacular, starring Richard Nixon as "The
President" and George McGovern as "The Nice Guy."
Mr. Nixon's portrayal surely ranked with the star of
Mr. DeMille's "King of Kings."
My second idea was to talk about turning twenty. As
of today, I am no longer a teenager. Gone are the days
of making out down the block from McDonalds. Nearer
and nearer the day of having to tell myself, "All right -
you're an adult."
But somehow these all seemed out of place after
talking to the Republicans.
I realized that my whole life up until now has been ...
sinful. My flights of fantasy somewhat unAmericah.
My emotionaMsm just a bleeding heart.
And I found myself speaking in a monotone.
It wasn't that they did anything to me. I went around
as a reporter and interviewed some very nice, in-
telligent, attractive people. Many were professionals,
many were rich. Many were neither professionals nor
rich. Some were middle-aged and others were
teenagers.
But they were all Republicans, and that made all the
difference.
Perhaps it was the meal they gave me. The press ate
some of the finest food in Washington, courtesy of the
Republican National Committee and the Committee to
Re-Elect The President. It tasted good but maybe it
was tainted with republicanism, the seeds of bourgeois
consciousness gone sour.
No sooner did I eat it and my voice was a monotone. I
found myself trying to sing along with Sammy Davis
Jr. as he performed "Candyman." I smiled when
Frank Sinatra addressed the audience. I was able to
hold down my dinner when Spiro Agnew gave a pep
talk.
When I got back, I only smiled as my friends at-
tacked Nixon. I no longer raised my voice on behalf of
Senator McGovern.
My roommates were appropriately perturbed by all
this. "There's something very wrong here. There's
something wrong. Matt, I think you've been bought off
by those $10 million dollars in secret funds the Nixon
campaign had. They've used your tax money to poison
your mind."
I just smiled and smiled.
We went to dinner at Mather Hall.
The food there was nothing like the sumptuous fare
at the Shoreham Hotel. People didn't wear jackets and
ties.
"I'm freaking out," I cried. "Get me out of here."
As I started to run for the door, however, my
roommate took a huge plate of peas and hurled it at
me. As the green slime dripped from my face, I
reached for my tablespoon and loaded it up with
mashed potatoes.
"Republican!" they taunted.
"This means war," I responded and whipped the
mashed potatoes at my friend. As he ducked, they
landed in the middle of the door-checker's check list.
But we were all oblivious to that. My friends were
pouring jello onto innocent young -ladies' heads and I
was hurling gobs of spinach and ground pimentos in the
general direction of humanity.
I screamed obscenities on top of my lungs. I mun-
ched bananas.
After fifteen minutes of madness, it was all over.
My roommate threw his hand around my shoulder
and said, "Good to have you back."
"Have I beensomewhere?"I asked.
"Let me tell you about it," he said. "You see, you
went to see these Republicans ...."
In The Nation
After The Landslide
By Tom Wicker
During the 1964 Presidential campaign, Richard M.
Nixon, then a New York lawyer, had lunch with some
of the editors and executives of The New York Times.
He was asked why he was working so hard for the
Republican nominee, Barry Goldwater, when it was
clear that Mr. Goldwater would not be able to defeat
President Johnson."
"Because I got to know Lyndon Johnson well when he
was majority leader and I presided over the Senate as
Vice President," Mr. Nixon answered. "He's a sound
leader when he's closely challenged, but I worry about
his reaction if he wins a landslide. I'd like to see his
margin held down."
Considering that in the wake of his landslide Mr.
Johnson launched the air war against North Vietnam,
then followed up by sending a half-million troops, this
was a prescient remark. Now that Mr. Nixon has won
his own landslide, perhaps even larger than Mr.
Johnson's, it must be hoped that he will have as much
insight about the possibilities, good and bad, of his own
reaction.
Those of us who have most seriously questioned Mr.
Nixon in his first term and in his re-election campaign
are all but compelled by the size of his victory to
assume the best from him now. Nearly two-thirds of
the Americans who voted clearly thought him the best
of the available choices, and that is not a fact to be
lightly explained away by critics or to be lightly
demeaned by the man so honored. On the morrow of.
such an impressive personal triumph, only the most
vindictive opponent would refuse to believe that
Richard Nixon might prove worthy of the great op-
portunity that triumph brings.
Besides,' the fate of Lyndon Johnson is not the only
practical reminder that a landslide does not
necessarily insure a free Presidential hand. Mr. Nixon
is a good enough student of history, for one thing, to
know that it was after the Roosevelt landslide of 1936
that an overconfident F.D.R. committed the capital
error of his political career—the Supreme Court
packing scheme, which might have led to his defeat or
retirement in 1940 had it not been for the opening of
World War II.
Mr. Nixon, moreover, may well be the first President
upon whom the full effect of the two-term limitation
may fall. Since its adoption, only Dwight Eisenhower
has served two full terms and Mr. Eisenhower's
personal popularity and stature partially insulated him
from the effects of "lame duck" status, as from so
many other political developments. In comparison,
Mr. Nixon has a more hostile and partisan relationship
with Congress and, even after Nov. 7, probably is not so
well loved by the people; whether he will easily sur-
mount being a lame-duck President remains to be
seen.
As in the case of the Eisenhower landslide of 1956,
Mr. Nixon failed to bring in a Republican Congress on
his coattails; in fact, the Democrats gained a couple of
Senate seats. So there will be pressure on the President
from the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue—not
necessarily stalemating pressure, but enough so that
he will have to give some consideration, for instance, to
opposing views when he sends up important
nominations for Senate confirmation.
As for the opposition, despite the ineffectiveness of
Senator McGovern's campaign and the magnitude of.
his defeat, history will yet say of him that he raised
some of the right issues. In the monetary historical
circumstances of the campaign, he was neither per-
sonally persuasive nor politically timely; but there will
be other elections and other candidates who will talk,
as he did, of a reduction in American reliance on
military power, of a more equitable tax system, of a
more humane and open society, even of the
redistribution of income and wealth (a subject on
. which he had the right principle but the wrong figures).
These are not issues that will go away—any more than
did the issue of nuclear arms limitation after Adlai
Stevenson raised it ahead of its time in 1956, or the
issue of Vietnam after Gene McCarthy took it to the
people in 1968.
Mr, Nixon is entitled, of course, to interpret his
enormous victory as an explicit endorsement of every
position he has taken; but he is probably too ex-
perienced in the ways of electioneering to believe that.
On great questions such as China and arms limitation
he has shown the capacity to change and grow, and to
carry enough of his supporters with him; and the
political security he should derive from his landslide
might well encourage him to lead his followers more
boldly, to base his actions more broadly on the public
past.
In any case, the first item on Mr. Nixon's post-
election agenda should be to make good Dr. Kissinger's
pre-election promise that "peace is at hand" in Viet-
nam; because if that cannot be done, nothing that
follows will redeem the opportunity the American
people have given Richard Nixon.
Copyright 1972 by the New York Times Co. Reprinted by
permission.
Letters
'apathy'
To the Editor:
On Tuesday, November 7, when the future
state of our country was being decided, it
was disheartening to realize that here at
Trinity and all across the country so many
people didn't seem to care about what was
happening. , ,
Only 55 percent of all the registered voters
in the United States took advantage of their
power to choose the prospective direction ot
the policies and actions of the nation-the
lowest percentage of voters in twenty years.
A person who had turned 18 in September
told me that he just never got around to
registering even though he had often had the
chance to do it and,even turned down the
opportunity to vote on a special presidential
ballot.
Perhaps there is a feeling among people
that the government has little influence on
the individual and little relevance to his/her
personal life. With the threat of someone you
love being killed in a ridiculously tragic
war, the threat of no good job. available
when you leave college, the threat ot
widespread cheating, lying, and corruption
on state and local levels when it is condoned
on the national level, and the threat of your
phone being tapped or your home being
secretly entered and searched (as is allowed
under "no-knock" laws) in violation of the
Bill of Rights, it seems strange that people
can say the government has no influence on
you as an individual.
Even many of those who did accept the
responsibility of voting did not seem to care
about it. A careless vote, one based on
ignorance or prejudice and not on
knowledge and consideration of all factors,
is even more harmful than an unused vote.
Talking to several Trinity students who
had voted by absentee ballot, I discovered
that they had'"a-bsqlutely no justifiable
reason for voting the way they did. I am
amazed and angry at people who choose not
to take part in determining their future and,
by not choosing, very possibly are hurting
themselves and everyone around them.
Perhaps over the next four years many of
these people who did not vote or voted
carelessly will regret their mistakes. Those
who did vote knowledgeably and who were
disillusioned by the outcome shouldn't give
up-they should work harder to get rid of the
apathy around them.
Then, hopefully, the next presidential
election will not demonstrate the lack of
people's intelligence and sensitivity that the
1972 election did.
Martha Cohen '76
'blew it'
To the Editor:
Dear America,
You had your chance and you blew it. You
deserve exactly what you're going to get.
It's going to be a long four years,
Sincerely,
Gordon Smith'76
'change'
To the Editor:
For years students have been trying to
organize to effect change on their campuses,
in the institutions and attitudes of their
society, and in their environment. Often
these attempts have been frustrated,
leaving students with no direction of their
own choosing in which to channel their
energy, expertise, and concern.
It has become obvious that to effect
change, students must first create a
structure that will be equal to the task. The
PIRG movement (Public Interest
Research Group), begun by Ralph Nader in
1970, has provided the structure necessary
to effect change in over a dozen states.
Connecticut PIRG (ConnPIRG), by uniting
thousands of students from every campus in
the state, can do this for Connecticut
students by providing a sound structure in
the areas of action, research, lobbying, and
ombudsmanship.
The PIRG staff will be composed of
professional lawyers, scientists, and other
experts. Selection of issues appropriate for
PIRG investigation is made by the
primarily by the state board of directors,
which consists of students from every
participating college. The professional staff
will work closely with the student volunteers
to provide direction and education. Thus,
students will be able to conduct indepe»8BSS
studies for credit which center less on
academia and more on student and com-
munity needs.
Mr. Steven Atles, the Washington field
director of PIRG, will be travelling
throughout Connecticut this wesk>. ex-
plaining the purpose and workings )of a
PIRG to interested students. Mr. Atles will
be speaking at Trinity this Thursday,
November 16th, at 4:00 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge. All members of the Trinity com-
munity are urged to attend. It is time that
students stop being part-time citizens and
start assuming full-time responsiveness.
Peter Basch. '74
More Letters on P* 14
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From the Right ——— ———
Tearing Liberalism To Pieces
By Steve Chernaik
The Suicide of the West by James Burnham is
perhaps the most important analysis of a political
philosophy to have appeared in print within the past
thirty years. The book is a thorough, devastating
assault on liberalism, both as a fundamental
philosophical system and as a major political force,
since 1932, in the civilized world. Mr. Burnham uses
scrupulous, rigorous analysis to reach his conclusions
and then supports his conclusions with mounds of facts
from recent world history--not scattered, in-
consequential facts, but facts and events which in
themselves are major breaches in the West's wall of
defense from communism. Mr. JBrunham's major
thesis is that liberalism cannot ward off the perilous
threat that communism poses to our lives and our
freedoms; as such liberalism is the ideology of suicide;
and as such a civilization increasingly dominated by
liberal politics will not survive. Mr. Burnham wrote his
book in 1964; the events of the past eight years have
increased its stature.
Mr. Burnham states the problem: for the first time
since Rome fell, the very survival of the West is at
peril. Communism in 1903, as a political force, con-
sisted of twelve men with a handful of small arms at its
disposal and a treasury of a few hundred pounds; today
Communism dominates nearly half the world, and has
made strong inroads into what was once strictly
western domain (Eastern Europe). The West has great
economic and military resources at its disposal; yet it
has failed to meet the life and death challenges of a
system that is far weaker economically, and until very
recently, far weaker militarily. Mr. Burnham con-
cludes that the contraction of the west can only be
explained by causes that are "internal and non-
quanitative: involving either structual changes or
intellectual, moral and spiritual factors."
I lack the space to cover all the points in Mr. Bur-
nham's book; my main concern is that everyone, no
matter how secure nemay b"e"ih his liberal ideology, will
read this book, Mr. Burnham covers a range of ideas,
all designed to make liberals feel as uncomfortable as
possible.
Mr. Burnham states that liberals believe that
whatever evil exists in the world is largely attributable
to "ignorance and bad social institutions." Man,
basically rational, according to the liberals, "when
given the knowledge of a problem and freedom to
choose will opt for peace justice and plenty. Let me
give the reader a sample Burnham reply to this liberal
assumption: "Athens was the most educated society of
the ancient world; and Athens fell as much from inner
decay as from external foes. Germany has been the
most literate, the thoroughly most educated nation of
the twentieth century; and Germany bred Hitler. The
Russian drive for totalitarian power becomes better
equipped as the formerly illiterate Russians become
more educated. Lenin and his closest associates,
Goebbels, Goering, Alger Hiss, traitors, suicides and
neurotics have all been highly educated."
' Mr. Brunham is much concerned with a peculiarity
of liberal thought which he labels "selective in-
dignation." Selective indignation exists for two
reasons, according to Burnham. First, liberals ally
themselves to various individuals and causes, often,
not on account of principle, but on account of guilt.
Secondly, liberals tend to think of humanity in the
abstract: the oppressed Negroes, the exploited African
colonies, corrupt bankers, misunderstood criminals,
the happy Chinese. As a result of this myopic view,
liberals are incapable of an even handed application of
their own principles. "If ignorance," to quote Bur-
nham, in refutation, and bad social arrangements
explain crime, war, hunger, racial riots, urban blight,
and so on, and thereby relieve the individual mugger,
soldier, jobless adult, beserk Negro, and unwed mother
for direct responsibility for their behavior and its
consequences, then the well-to-do citizen who gets
mugged, the generals, landlords, merchants, bankers,
and even white segregationists ought, also, by the same
logic, to be relieved of their burden of personal guilt:
they too, in their manner, are merely unfortunate
products of the bad conditions into which they were
born, and the inadequate education they received
In international politics the liberal reserves the
sword for the excesses of those who have not touched
his guilt and so aroused his sympathy; the hand slap
for the often grosser evils of those who have a hold on
his guilt and sympathy. Where South Africa and
Rhodesia are concerned, boycotts and international
ostracism, are hardly sufficient punishments to satisfy
the liberal. But where the communist countries are
concerned the liberal desires a more "rational" ap-
proach. "Increase in cultural exchange, a mingling of
peoples, multiplication of international gatherings,
gradually expanding trade, searching for those area of
common interest and concern," are all part of liberal
programs to bring pressure on the communist bloc. Is
this because life under the Soviets is so preferable to
life in South Africa, or is this because the Soviet's have
shown themselves to be a more peace-loving trust-
worthy neighbor. The question demands an honest
liberal reply.
Our recent past is full of this liberal selective in-
dignation. The excesses of Nazism (understandably)
fill the media to overflowing. How little reminding we
get, in comparison, of the starving of the Ukraine, the
massacre in the Katyn Forest, the purge trials-all
committed by Hitler's twin in atrocity, Joseph Stalin.
Why has no major liberal intellectual condemned the
North Vietnamese approved strategy of terror against
the South? We are constantly reminded of My Lai,
which, if anything proves that the United States
government, in exact opposition to its enemy in the
North, disapproves of barbarous action by its soldiers.
Which brings me to the final point I wish to cover in
Burnham's book. Mr. Burnham attempts to analyze
the phenomenon of liberals who hold patriotism in such
contempt. Liberals would have liked nothing more
than to have been able to prove that My Lai was in-
dicative of general U. SV policy in Viet Nam; many
attempts have been made by the liberal press to do just
that. Liberals did not mind when their country was
humiliated by the recent UN vote on Taiwan. The
modern liberal can applaud Daniel Ellsberg, Jane
Fonda, and Ramsey Clark.
The reason why a liberal can denigrate patriotism
and still feel philosophically consistent is on account of
the liberal's commitment to almost absolute
egalitarianis among men and nations. A relativistic
view of truth makes it very difficult for most liberals to
condemn other value systems, especially, as in the
case of communism, liberals share many of the con-
cepts about the nature of man and the needs for reform
as do the communists. The liberal abstraction of the
United Nations, or the need for world peace assumes a
much higher priority, in a world where we should all
try to be brothers, than the patriotic tradition..Even
the incredible gains made by the communists at the
expense of much of the free world have not shattered
the liberal abstraction as to the need for world peace
In a world where any further communist expansions
may mean impending death for the United States
"better red, than dead," is unfortunately, more than
just a slogan for too many liberals.
In conclusion, Mr. Burnham warns that "liberalism
is not equipped to meet and overcome the actual
challenges confronting western civilization in our
time." Liberalism virtually dismisses those core
values- family, church, country-which are rooted in
tradition and which, historically, have been the sub-
stance for which honest men will lay down their lives.
If those three core values can be uprooted, then a
communist military victory will be a tautology, merely
the coup de grace to a civilization dying from within,
Mr. Burnham sums up his invective against
liberalism thus: "Modern liberalism does not offer
ordinary men compelling motives for personal suf-
fering, sacrifice and death. There is no tragic
dimension in its picture of the good life. Men become
willing to endure sacrifice and die for God, family,
king, honor, country, from a sense of absolute duty or
an exalted vision of the meaning of history. It is such
traditional ideals and institutions slowly built around
them that are in present fact the great bulwarks,
spiritual as well as social, against the tidal advance of
the world communist enterprise. And it is precisely
these ideals and institutions that liberalism has
criticized, attacked and in part overthrown as
superstitious, archaic, reactionary and irrational. In
their place liberalism proposes a set of pale and
bloodless abstractions-pale and bloodless for the
every reason tha they have no roots in the past, in deep
feeling and in suffering. Except for mercenaries,
saints and neurotics, no one is willing to sacrifice and
die for progressive education, medicare, humanity in
the abstract, the UN, and a ten per cent rise in social
security payments." The preceding is worth re-
reading.
Liberalism, in short, will achieve disarmament by
destroying the raison d'etre for an army. America will
have little of substance worth defending. Through
liberalism's gradual erosion of human freedoms and
core values, the communists may one day conquer
America without firing a shot. Liberalism's constantly
excusing criminal behavior, and its making law en-
forcement as tough as possible for the police, have all
but reduced once safe cities into jungles. The
philosophy consistent with liberal politics dooms
liberalism to sterility in terms of meeting the threats of
worldwide communism, and crime in the streets.
I shall continue to allude to Mr. Burnham's work in
future columns. I hope other people read his work and
offer refutation. The Suicide of the West is not a work
that a community committed to serious, rigorous
academic inquiry can dismiss. I would recommend
this book, more than any other, as a conservative
balance to any course top heavy in liberal-left reading
matter. Mr. Burnham has seized liberal philosophy
and politics by the gut. His tough thesis demands a
tough refutation, for surely his thesis has convinced me
that liberalism is the politics of suicide, and that u
liberalism thrives, the west will not. The west is
engaged in the very serious business of survival,
western civilization, dominated by liberal politics, ww
trivialize the urgency to survive, and so fail to meet trie
challenge.
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Night of Despair, Morning of Hope
By Steve Barkan
The sight of friends of yours disconsolate or even
weeping on election night is not a happy one. You know
there is so very little ypu can say, except for some
meaningless words of encouragement. You reflect
yourself over the prospects for the next four years, and
your heart can only ache over the thought. You think of
what might have been if only the other guy had won,
and you can do nothing but close your eyes with a bitter
smile.
Despair is a very hard thing to banish. You sweated
and laughed and cried for many long weeks with both
strangers and friends in your common commitment to
replace a callous man with a decent one, and then your
candidate loses by perhaps the biggest landslide in
history. You labored long hours into the night with
people who became your dearest friends and who
shared your hopes and dreams for a better America
and for an end to the bloodshed, and now, at long last,
it's all over, and it all seems so very futile.
Words of comfort are wasted on a night like this.
There is really nothing that can be said, nothing that
will erase the memory of the last four years or brighten
the outlook for the next four. "If only McGovern had
won . . .," you start, but then you can only lapse int.,
anguished silence.
But later, much.later, it is a new morning and the
campaign is behind you, and you struggle to fin
something heartening in all the many months c'
campaigning, and you dare to see some hope in all the
futility.
For you think of the beautiful people you met in the
campaign (as well as the ones you'd like to forget)-
people who had worked when it always looked so
hopeless because they believed in "a decent man's
vision of America (and because they were sickened by
the sight and the sound of the Dick in D.C.). They, you
know, will continue their efforts to make this vision of
America not a dream but reality, for their consciences
will leave them no other choice.
You think also of an editorial on McGovern in last
Thursday's New York Times, and you realize that in all
the lost dreams a bit of light remains. For the Times
said, "But the moral force of his challenge will, we
believe, have lasting impact. He spoke to the con-
science of America on the cruel and senseless war in
Vietnam. . . .His denunciation of corruption, his deep
sense of compassion, his call for a Government more
open and more respectful of individual liberties, and
his effort to evoke a healing, reconciling spirit between
the races and generations-these basic elements of the
McGovern message square with traditional American
ideals and are sure to find their affirmation in a future
election year."
Then you think of what Nixon said in his victory
speech--"But in terms of what a victory really is, a
huge landslide margin means nothing at all, unless it is
a victory for America"-and you easily recognize the
bitter irony in his remarks. For you know this landslide
margin means nothing at all, since Nixon's victory was
surely not a victory but rather a tragic loss for
America. You know that on November 7 America lost
more of its humanity, and while this does not make you
happy, it at least acts as a spur to your own conscience.
For most of all you remind yourself of what
McGovern said in his concession speech last Tuesday
night, one of the truly memorable speeches you've
heard:
"There can be no question at all tuat we have
pushed this country in the direction of peace, and I
think each one of us loves the title of ^eicemaker more
than any office in the land.
"We will press on with that effort until all the
bloodshed and all the sorrow have ended once and for
all.
"I want every single one of you to remember and
never forget it that if we pushed the day of peace just
one day closer, then every minute and every hour and
every bone-crushing effort in this campaign was worth
the entire effort. . . .
"Now, the question is to what standards does the
loyal opposition now rally? We do not rally to the
support of policies that we deplore.
"But we do love this country and we will continue to
beckon it to a higher standard."
But, as you dwell over McGovern's words, you hark
back to what The Nation said shortly after he first
announced his candidacy in January 1971:
"Good men have made it to the White House so in-
frequently that the thought of George McGovern's
becoming President is positively unnerving. We have
had, of course, great Presidents, men of high in-
telligence, courage, vision, high character, and other
admirable qualities, but genuine human decency has
not been a common trait. George McGovern is one of
the rare good men in national politics. It is difficult to
imagine his being vindictive or inconsiderate or in-
different to human suffering. His decency as a human
being, let it be confessed, is a distinct liability."
And as you think of McGovern's concession, you
conclude with a sad smile that, yes, his decency was a
liability, and that this is in itself a sad comment on
America. But you then recall this decent man's words,
as he finally gave up his unforgettable, two-year quest
for the Presidency, and you start to hope, not only over
the small successes of the past but also over the
promise the future might yet hold.
For as you mull over McGovern's words on election
night, you remember the experience of others who
have, for the last two hundred years, beckoned this
country to a higher standard-people ranging from •
those who held certain truths to be self-evident in 1776;
to Henry David Thoreau, war tax resister and author of •
the seminal "Civil Disobedience"; to the abolitionists
who were beaten and stoned because they dared to'
believe in freedom; to the feminists who valiantly
struggled for women's rights and suffrage; to the'
workers in the labor movement who fought and died for
a decent life; to blacks and whites and Martin Luther
King who had a dream; to the young and old alike who
have sought the peace that has not yet come.
And you remember the words of abolitionist Wendell
Phillips, who, when speaking of the twenty-five years
of antislavery struggle that preceded the Civil War,
declared, "I could find no place where an American
could stand with decent self-respect, except in con-
stant, uncontrollable, and loud protest against the sin
of his native land." . .
With all this in mind, you rededicate yourself to a
course of opposition to the sins of your native land~a
course whose details lie unclear but whose general
thrust remains unmistakable. For you think of a
comment by two radical historians who said, "Our
study of the past must lead not to acceptance but to
rejection and revolution. Our historical, study must
become a means of overcoming-not giorifying-the
past and a spur toward fighting for another, better
world."
We must overcome our despair, you think, because
we have no other choice. We shall yet overcome
someday, you decide-if only because we must.
America did lose last Tuesday. But the McGoyern
campaign, for all its final failures, shall remain a
rather remarkable chapter in the annals of American
political history. For here was a man who called us
home to the standard of humanity.
Thus you hear again McGovern's quote from Yeats:
"Count where man's glory most begins and ends arid
say, 'my glory was I had such friends.'''
"And you see that all may yet be good, and that the
evening and the morning will be a new day.
Knee Peep in Jello — —
Out in the Big, Wide World
By Hoops Dansky
Since some of you may be leaving these hallowed
halls at the end of the year, the TRIPOD thought it
would be a good idea if it (they?) presented (we?) a
series of articles on how to get along in that sand trap
of life euphemistically known as the Outside World.
The first was to have been an article on how to cook,
authored by Jerry Lithway, but this was scrapped at
the last second when Jerry discovered all his recipes
were for 700. So here is the second article, out of place
as usual, titled How to Wash Dishes, or 7 ways to
contract Salmonella.
First, to wash dishes, you must have dirty dishes. It
is not actually necessary that they be dirty, but this
helps; also, for reasons which we will point out later,
any dish that you will wash Will be dirty. Now, before
you run downto Bradlees to buy dirty dishes, let me
point out that they come clean - allright youse dishes,
come clean - er, that is, you can only buy them clean.
But don't worry - help is on the way.
So let's, assume that you have clean dishes. Now,
even if you eat all your meals at McDonalds (and who
doesn't?) sooner or later you will use a dish. In fact,
you'll probably use dishes for three or four days and
not even realize what you are doing. Then you'll take
these dishes and put them in your sink. And so we.
arrive at necessity #2: .
A sinte Great care should be used when choosing a
sink. The ideal siak will Bold every dirty dish you have.
This means that you will only wash dishes when you
have dirtied them all. (This same principle applies to
laundry, as anyone who has ever gone to Trinity
knows There is a big difference, however: while you
can wear the same pair of socks for three or four days,
you can't eat of the same dish for that amount of time.
Come to think of it, maybe you can. I'll let you know
how it turns out.) Robert's Rules of Dishwashing
require that eyery possible dish be dirtied before it is
• permissible to wash any. At first, this may put a crimp
in your cooking style, but you will learn to live with it.
You will become adept at using the strangest im-
plements to do things that could be done better with
forks or knives. For instance: Tom Benson (Benny to
you) once made a butterscotch pudding with a wire
whip. And most of you probably don't even have a wire
whip. So get one and you'll be amazed at all the neat
things you can do with it. See the collected works of
Julia Child and the Marquis De Sade. Or another
furinstance: once I was down to a pressure cooker and
three sets of corn on the cob holders, but that didn't
prevent me from whipping up a dandy meal of lamb
chips au gratin. When I told Bob what I had made, he'
shouted, "Cheese it, the chops!"
At any rate, there will come a time when you have
used your last dish and your sink is filled to the utmost.
This is the time to do your dishes, but you will need,
other things.
Water: it is good to have water, and most sinks are,
equipped with this feature. The water should be hot
enough so that you continually are burning your hands,
but not hot enough to kill germs or cut grease. Most
sinks operate at just this temperature.
Soap: You will need soap of some sort, although in a
pinch you can use carraway seeds. As to what soap to
buy, you pay your money2 and you take your chance -
you may prefer "the one that Madge uses to soak
people's hands in, or the one that the professional dish-
washer uses, or the cheap stuff they have at Stop and
Shop. It really doesn't matter (Since you are going to
get the dishes dirty again anyway, why bother to get
them that clean?)
Assorted sponges, soap pads, steel wool and what-
not: you really don't need all this stuff, but it makes it
seem like you know what your doing, should your folks
ever drop by and wonder how their little baby is living
by himself all alone.
Towels: you might want to dry dishes, but a better
idea is to get one of those dish drainers and just let,
them drip dry. Also, you won't have to waste any of
that precious cupboard space that you will use to store
all the food you buy but never get around to eating. You
can let your clean dishes sit around in your drainer
until you have used them all. Then you can wash them
all again. This is called recycling, which may seem to
you to be a rather broad use of the term, but I've stolen
Gracey's jokes and called it recycling, so it's all
relative, as Einstein once said.
There are also certain steps which must be taken
prior to the washing of the dishes. Some sects require a
ritual purification of the mind and body, as well as a 24
hour fast. In fact, sometimes I've said, I'd rather
starve than wash all those dishes. In general, it is
enough to chant Nam yaheau renge ko, six or a dozen
times and to put some mood music on the stereo. If you
browse through the bargain record store, you may run
across Jackie Gleason's Music to Wash Dishes By, and
this is perfect.
There are many activities which you can pursue to
delay your rendezvous with destiny, but since you've
all had to write papers I don't think I need to go into
them here. Those of us, who, in college, were forthright
in living up to our responsibilities should find no use for
procrastination in doing the dishes, and, I for oney
know this for a fact; and it is, indeed, part of the
maturation process that you go through in the college
years.
Anyway, when you finally do get around to doing the
dishes, it is best to fortify yourself with a cold brew of
your choosing and plunge right in. As the soap swirls
and the water rushes, cascading over piles of dirty
dishes like the cataracts at Ladore (wherever that is)
you will think marvelous thoughts, thoughts that can
transport you to worlds you have never known. Put
these thoughts out of your mind and do the dishes. Your
stomach, if not your roommate, will thank you.
H i
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More Letter r
'thanks'
To the Editor:
Thanks to all the Trinity students who
voted on Election Day, Nov. 7th at the Fox
School. This gesture proved that the "Age of
the Majority" bill was worthy of its passage.
Thanks also to the many volunteers from
Trinity who worked to get the vote out and
helped to re-elect me as state represen-
tative. The work performed at our Julius
Street Headquarters was done with great
efficiency and enthusiasm at an untiring
pace.
Those who stood in front of the polls
passing out reams of materials of many
sorts deserve another thanks for the
stamina it.took to endure the long day.
Many thanks also to Ivan Backer for his
diligence to work with me and the student
community in order to create interest and
coordination in the election.
And last but not least, many thanks to
Emily Sullivan and her husband, Kevin, for
being so concerned about Hartford and the
Trinity Community.
Thanks to all Trinity voters for coming out
to fulfill their civic duty.
Sincerely,
Nicholas M. Motto
State Representative, 2nd District
Class of '43
'press'
To the Editor:
Tom Wicker, as is natural for a New York
Times reporter, has expressed concern that
the national metropolitan press is sup-
porting President Nixon, the very man, in
Wicker's opinion, who is eroding the First
Amendment. ("The Press as Ostrich,"
Trinity Tripod, Oct. 31)
T want to assure Mr. Wicker that all is not
lost and I cite the work of Alexander M.
Bickel. Mr, Bickel is Chancellor Kent
Professor of law and legal history at Yale.
He was also chief counsel for the New York
Times in the Pentagon Papers case as Mr.
Wicker is well aware. Mr. Bickel's view is
long and steady. He notes that the real
dilemma behind the First Amendment is not
freedom of the press but rather the
collission of two contending values, the
value of privacy and the value of public
discourse. To quote Professor Bickel: "If we
should let government censor as well as
withhold, that would be too much dangerous
power and too much privacy. If we should
allow the government neither to censor nor
to withhold, that would provide for too little
privacy of decision-making and too much
power in the press and in Congress. So we
are content with the pulling and hauling,
because in it lies the maximum assurance of
both privacy and freedom of information.
Not full assurance of either, but maximum
assurance of both."
The readers of the Tripod may contrast
for themselves the balance and maturity
inherent in Professor Bickel's approach to
the First Amendment with the anguished
columns of political reporters.
Barbara C. Mooney
77 Orchard Road,
West Hartford
(Mrs. Mooney is Parent representative to
the TCC and a former political correspon-
dent in Europe.
'Stalwarts9
To the Editor:
I would like to sincerely thank everyone
who helped out last Tuesday in our efforts to
get out the McGovern Connecticut vote.
Over 100 people volunteered to work, and
because of this final outpouring of support,
Hartford had more worker;; tiian it needed.
McGovern took Hartford by the margin of
32,000 to 15,000 votes. I also 'A ;;iit to thank the
17 Trinity students who spend the day
working in Bridgeport getting out the vote
there.
I mostly want to I hunk the twenty
stalwarts who worked so long and so hard
and so consistently for McGovern over the
past year. Many are veterans of the New
Hampshire snow. The Trinity community
owes them a debt of gratitude for their ef-
forts on this school's behalf.
Announcements
This letter represents precious little
 in
t e rms of the thanks these people tn.i
deserve. I hope everyone else can 1
preciate their efforts as much as I.
Sincerely,
Gary Morgans
'Cerebral'
To the Editor:
After sitting in class this morning
listening to people tell Dylan Thomas how
poorly he reads his own poetry, I have to
conclude that reading the Tripod is not quite
the least inspiring cerebral experience
known to American Higher Education.
China Cat Sunflower.
Michael Moraski,'73
TWELVE—COLLEGE
The coordinators of the 12-Coilege Exhange
have reaffirmed their earlier decision that new
applications for exchange for the second term
of the academic year (1972-73) will not be
considered. If this decision works a specifically
academic hardship for a Trinity student, he
should see Dean Winslow.
Applications may be made after 1 December
1972 and before 2 February 1973 for either or
both terms of the 1973-74 academic year.see
Dean Winslow after December 1st.
BAHAMAS
CORNING, N.Y. Undergraduate field
courses and independent study In en-
vironmental studies to be held January through
May on San Salvador Island In the Bahamas
will be open to students from Trinity College.
The College Center of the Finger Lakes is
sponsoring the studies on San Salvador for the
second year.
Openings are available in ten courses and
four Independent study projects.
Studies are scheduled for each of four blocks
of time-January, February, March, and April-
May. Students may enroll for one month, a
sequence of months or for the complete
semester on San Salvador.
An all-encompassing fee for tuition, room
and board, and instructional costs will be $360
for the four-week course and $420 for the six-
week courses. Application forms are available
at the CCFL headquarters in Corning.
,-Rotne
PROCEDURES
Deadlines and Procedures for Special
Academic Opportunities in Trinity Term 1972-
73:
"D OPEN SEMESTERS (see pp. 59-61 of
HANDBOOK and p. 11, 34 of CATALOGUE.
Away from Hartford: preliminary discussion
with Dean Winslow by 20 October 1972. Final
proposal by 21 November 1972.
At Trinity or Local: preliminary discussion
with Dean Winslow by 12 December 1972. Final
proposal by 8 January 1973.
2) TWELVE—COLLEGE EXCHANGE
PROGRAM. The several coordinators will
meet to decide whether ot accept additional
applications for second semester. Please check
with Dean Winslow during the week of 16 Oc-
tober 1972.
3) LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO STUDY AT
ANOTHER COLLEGE OR ABROAD.
Preliminary discussion with Dean Winslow by
20 October 1972. Final plans made and ap-
proved by advisor and Dean Winslow by 21
November 1972.
6QQ0 FOQD
organic food
herbs,fresh
bread* produce
227 Sisson, Htfd.
Z36-10D5__
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Targum Crossword
By EDWARD JULIUS Last Week's Answers
1
Ik
17
~Z0~
m
2
m
3 4
24
18
21
5
15
6 7
r
8
J
10
16
19
11 12 13
37
35
31 32
47
54
58
61
48 49
F55
|59~ 60
63
52 53
25.
26.
29.
33.
34.
ACROSS
1. Arabian Ruler
5. Movable Helmet Piece
10. Wise Man
14. Headland
15. Pygmy Antelope
16. Journey
17. Theatrical
19. Anger
20. Yoko
21. Skin Ailment
22. Works with Dough
24, Young Kangaroo
On the Ocean
"Caesar" Conspirator
Moorish Palace
Coral Island
Laurence
35. Women's
36. Talk Wildly
37,- South American Parrot
38. Gainsay
39. Prefixi Over
40. Cupolas
41. Book of Old Testament
42. Shut Off
44. Haphazard
45. Imitated
46. Demolish
Poor One
Sheet Music Term
Japanese Coin
Poisonous Snakes
1mprove
Brake Part
Wearies
Dr. Frankenstein
47.
50.
51.
54.
55.
58.
59.
60.
61* Take Care of
62. Live
63. Part of Body (Sp.)
Aide
DOWN
1. Reverberate
2. Water Pipe
3. Facto
4. Soak
5. Expresses
6. Sarcasm Device
7. Trigonometric Ratio
ft- Japanese Sash
Oriental Carriage
of Consciousness
9.
10.
11.
12.
Operatic Solo
Castrate
Out a Living
ivian' s Name
to23. Close
24. Reject
25. Otherwise Called
26. Ventures
27. Troop Encampment
28. Section
29. Curved
30. Harmonize
31. Beatle
32. Bottomless Pit
34, Well-known
37. Preside Over
38. Eat
40. Cheat
41. Toy Musical Instrument
43. Became Forfeit
44. Bigoted
46. Functions
47. Bygone
48. 1968 Tennis Champ
49. Atop •
50. Mythological £lf
51. Tale
52. English College
53> Roman Emperor
56• Cowboy Tom
57. Basketball Hoop
Editor's Note
The first person to finish the
Targum crossword puzzle
correctly each week, and mail it to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the
time of mailing on the envelope.
Last week's winner was Bennet
Freeman.
Ihe
Record Room
at our place
gets a
really big
play
Our specials are one big reason. They're designed to save
you a buck or two on everything from hard rock to Rachmanincff,
We can be eclectic, too. We have the largest line-up of
jazz and blues around. And we often feature jazz specials on
the cool, cerebral sounds of Coitrane,Coleman and the like.
The Record Room at The Lodge. Give it a play.
Yes, we have the new Moody Blues on special!
WEST HARTFORD
Bishops Corner Shopping Center
WE ARE OPEN EVERY NIGHT—MON-FRI 9:30-9:30, SAT 9:30-6
New Loans
For College
Students
The Office of Education has proposed new
regulations for the federally guaranteed
student loan program that would give
student-aid officers great flexibility in
deciding how large a loan to recommend
that banks lend each student.
After determining the total cost of a
student's education, and using a standard
method to determine the amount a student
and his family could "reasonably" be ex-
pected to contribute toward his education,
the aid officers would be encouraged to
consider the student's particular financial
situation in deciding how much of a loan he
deserves.
However, lenders could then increase the
loan amount, within certain limits, and
borrowers could still qualify for federal
interest subsidies.
Before a loan could be insured by the
federal government, the student would have
to file an affidavit stating the loan would
only be used for educationally related ex-
penses.
"The Inheritance", a
history of the American
working class made by the
Garment Workers Union.
McCook Auditorium
Tonight at 7:30
Admission 750
WANTED
57 architects to design schools, hospitals
low cost housing, public works projects in
Asia, Af r ica, Micronesia and South
America.
65 city planners to assist local governments
in fourteen countries.
69 civil engineers to construct dams,
bridges,
roads, waterworks, irrigations systems etc.
Also industrial, mechanicai, electrical,
chemical engineers needed.
The Peace Corps. Information and ap-
plications at
the Placement Office, Or call Jim Eckardt:
264
SUMMER IN VERMONT? Think Middlebury
College. Adavanced stuy in French, German,
Italian, Russian, Spanish. Beginning and ad-
vanced study in Chinese, Japanese. Begin work
toward the M.A. as an undergraduate. Write
Room 124, Sunderland Language Center
Middlebury, Vt. 05753. -,,•••• \
Jf
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This Coming Week
Tuesday, November 14
1:30 p.m. - Town - Gown Forum - "The
Cultural Revolution in Perspective" by Bruce
J. Esposito - Goodwin Theater.
7:30p.m.-Chess Club-Room 103, H.L.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: The Decameron •
Cinestudio.
9:30 p.m. - Fi lm: Marat/Sade - Cinestudio.
Wednesday, November 15
Noon - Football Highlights - Senate Room.
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapet.
2:00 p.m. - Varsity Soccer-Wesieyan-Home.
2:00-3:30 p.m. - New Film Series by Kenneth
Clark, author of "Civilisation" Series —
"Pioneers of Modern Painting - Rousseau and
Munch" - Cinestudio.
3:00 p.m. - Women's Field Hockey - Yale -
Away.
4:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series -
Lecture by Professor Andrew Gold - L.S.C.
Auditorium.
7:30p.m.- Film: The Virgin and The Gypsy -
Cinestudio.
9:20 p.m. - Fi lm: Elvira Madigan -
Cinestudio.
4:00 p.m. - Meeting of History Majors - Wean
Lounge.
Thursday, November 16
9:00-5:00 p.m. - Ivy Photos • Alumni Lounge.
4:00 p.m. - "Civilisation", Part #13 - Kenneth
Clark film series - McCook Auditorium.
4:00 p.m. - Citizen Action Group Speaker:
Donald Ross - Senate Room.
8:15p.m. -Theater Arts Sponsors "The Little
Prince" by The Westledge School Performing
Arts Touring Company - Goodwin Theater -
Admission Free.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
7:30p.m. - Fi lm: The Virgin and The Gypsy -
Cinestudio.
9:20 p.m. - Fi lm: Elvira Madigan -
Cinestudio.
Friday, November 17
9:00-5:00 p.m. - Ivy Photos - Alumni Lounge.
6:45 p.m. - Hillel - Shabbat Service and
Kiddush - Goodwin Lounge.
7:30 and 11:10p.m. - F i lm: Elvira Madigan -
Cinestudio.
9:20p.m. • Fi lm: The Virgin and The Gypsy-
Cinestudio.
Saturday, November 18
1:30 p.m. • Varsity Football - Wesleyan -
Away.
7:30and 11:10p.m. - Fi lm: Elvira Madigan -
CinesfudJo.
9:20p.m. Fi lm: The Virgin and The Gypsy-
Cinestudio.
Sunday, November 19
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist • Sermon by the
Chaplain - Chapel Singers - Chapel.
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass -
Alumni Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge.
8:00 p.m.- Fine Arts Department Lecture on
Leger, 20th century painter by Madame
Bernier - Goodwin Theater.
7:30 p.m. - Fim: Capricious Summer -
Cinestudio.
9:05 p.m. - Fi lm: The Threepenny Opera -
Cinestudio.
Monday, November 20
7:30 p.m. - Gay Lib - Alumni Lounge.
8:00 p.m. - Fine Arts Department Lecture #2 -
Braque by Madame Bernier - Goodwin
Theater.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: Capricious Summer -
Cinestudio.
9:05 p.m. - Fi lm: The Threepenny Opera -
Cinestudio.
Tuesday, November 21
1:30 p.m. - Town - Gown Forum - Goodwin
Theater.
4:15 p.m. -Lift: 1 Act - Goodwin Theater.
7:30p.m. -Chess Club- Room 103, H.L.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: "Requiem for a Faith"
Sponsored by Religion Dept. - Senate Room.
8:00 p.m. - MHBoG Dance - Washington
Room.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: Capricious Summer -
Cinestudio.
9:05 p.m. - Fi lm: The Threepenny Opera -
Cinestudio.
• 10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
Wednesday, November 22
Noon - Football Highlights - Senate Room.
12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
4:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series
Symposium: Professor Norman Miller,
moderator • Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: The Other - Cinestudio.
9:30 p.m. - F i lm: Fillmore - Cinestudio
THANKSGIVING RECESS BEGINS AFTER
LAST CLASS TODAY — Classes resume on
Mon., Nov. 27.
Sunday, November 26
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass .
Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Folk Dancing - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: Le Jour Se Leve -
Cinestudio.
9:10p.m. - Fi lm: Smiles of a Summer Night-
Cinestudio.
Monday, November 27
7:30 p.m. - TWO • Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Fi lm: Le Jour Se Leve •
Cinestudio.
9:10p.m. - Fi lm: Smiles of a Summer Night-
Cinestudio.
CLASSES RESUME
Community Involvement Notices
Community Involvement Notices
The following opportunities are among the
many possible volunteer openings for
students. If any of these items interest you,
or if you'd like to volunteer in any other
area, please stop by the Community Service
Center or contact Ivan Backer, The center is
open on Monday 7:00-8:00, Tuesday 4:30-
(5:00, Wednesday 11:3042:30 and Thursday
7:00-8:30.
Center City Churches
The Church of the Good Sheperd had
opened the FRIENDSHIP CENTER. The
center offers counseling and referal for
those alcoholics who need medical
assistance, a job, housing, etc. If you would
be interested in volunteering at the
Friendship Center, which is open six days a
week, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., contact Ivan
Backer in McCook 326.
Tutoring
The Center City Churches are sponsoring
a tutoring program at St. Peters Church,
Main Street. If you are interested in tutoring
students in grades 2-6 on a one to one basis in
reading or math on Wednesday afternoon,
Contact Ivan Backer in McCook 326.
Companion*—Breakthrough to the Aging
If you would like to develop a person to
person relationship with an elderly in-
dividual, many area convalescent homes
could use your help. You can work one day a
week, or on Saturday or Sunday. If you don't
want to work individually, but have a
special ability you would be interested in
teaching to a group, you are also needed. If
interested, Contact Ivan Backer in McCook
326.
Coalition for Improved Law
The C.I.L.E. follows up complaints of
alleged police misconduct or brutality by
gathering information, filing a complaint,
and following up on pending complaints. If
you are interested in working for the group,
contact Ivan Backer in McCook 326.
Frosh Soccer . . .
from p. 18
more and more evident. Amherst
repeatedly was denied penetration at the 18
yard line by Trin fullbacks, Kelter, Porter,
Harris and Wyatt, and lapses were covered
up nicely. When the call arose, though, Andy
Kaufman came up with big saves to keep
Trinity in the game. The line and halfbacks
out-hustled Amherst for the ball and passed
accurately while pressing and making
breaks for offensive drives.
With fifteen minutes gone in the half, the
Stork netted the game winner on a through-
pass from the Doc, to up his season's goal
production figure to 12, tying a school
record.
For the remainder of the game, the Baby
Bants out-played their opponents, especially
at the vital mid-field area, and special credit
must be given to the halfback tandems of
Tom Richards and Sean O'Malley, and Neil
Kobrosky and Jake Patterson. These backs,
plus the line-feeder, either Jimmy Solomon
or Gino Barra, harried the Amherst attack
and did not give it time to set up and pass to
the Lord Jeff's potent center forward, by the
name of Coffin, who finally tallied late in the
game for the Merst.
Nearly everyone on the squad turned in
his best performance of the season and the
result was a satisfying team victory. The
line, which had been juggled, finally found
the touch as Stork, Doc and Rob "Fern"
Fernald worked the ball around the
Amherst fullbacks with confidence and
precision. The vital link between the line
and the halfbacks was also established,
dissipating the myth that the Baby Bants'
offense relied too heavily on the fast break.
The defense solidified with superior
strength up the middle (Kelter, Porter and
Kaufman) and quickness at clearing by the
wing fullbacks (Harris and Wyatt or
Peterson and Patterson). But besides im-
proving individual and team skills,
aggressiveness and a strong team spirit
both on the field and on the bench appeared.
Confronted by one of the best teams
played this season, the freshmen failed to
fold under pressure, resulting in the most
satisfying win of the season. It was a sweet
finale to a successful 6-2 campaign for the
freshman soccer team.
What The Cowboy does,
he does best: Texas chili,
barbecue, tamale pie, beef
sandwiches... incredible
steaks and drinks.
Cowboy lunch, dinner,
late supper.
The Dallas Cowboy
60 East 49 Street 697-25C
WYBC-FM with South Street
Productions prsents the
MAHAVISHNU
ORCHESTRA
with John McLaughlin
and John Paul Jones & Friends
SUN., 19 NOV., 8 PM
Palace Theatre in Waterbury
TICKETS (S3.30, $4.40, $5.50)
AVAILABLE AT: Palace Theatre
Box Office in Waterbury (Call
203-753-76321; Sticky Fingers in
New Haven & Hartford; LaSalle
Music in Hartford; Plaza Records
in Waterbury; M&N in Danbury;
Marty's Music in Bloom field;
Buffalo Clothiers in frumbull;
Kalso Earth Shoe in New Haven;
and Inner Ear in Storrs.
MCAT-DAT-GRE
tSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L. BDS.
* Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and profes-
sional schools
* Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
'Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
•Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a" year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
•Opportunityfor review ef past
lessons vis tape at the center
Special Compact Courses during
Weekends — Intersessions
Summer Sessions
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
1675 East Utfc StrMt Brooklyn, N. V
(212) 336-6300
(616) 538-4555
DAYS. EVENINGs/wEEKENDS
Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
Tht Tu taring School u.11/1 the Nation wide RipuMio*
ilfAiVY THANKS
TO ALL
TRINITY
VOTERS
FOR YOUR
SUPPORT AND HELP
ON
ELECTION DAY
NOV. 7, 1972
NICHOLAS M. MOTTO
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
2nd ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
CLASS OF 1943
PAID FOR BY A FRIEND
• i l l
EDUCATION MAJORS
Teach in Thailand, Malaysia,
Ghana, Venezuela, Afghanistan,
Guyana, Peru, India, Uganda,
and forty other countries.
Your choice. 3,100 openings, The
Corps.
Information and applications
are at the Placement Office.
Or call Jim Eckardt: 212 264 7)24.
Peace
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College Announcements
ConnPIRG
Steve Atles, field director for national Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG), will be
speaking this Thursday, November 16th, at
4:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge. His topic will be
"Connecticut PIRG: Action for Change." All
members of the Trinity community are urged
to attend.
NOTICE
There will be a meeting of Trinity students
for McGovern (Young Democrats) tonight at
7:30 in Alumni Lounge. We will hold elections
for replacement of our old coordinator, as well
as for anyone else who feels like abdicating. All
Young Democrats in fairly good standing are
invited. Refreshments (week-old beer) will be
served.
Young Democrats
A meeting of Trinity Young Democrats (nee
students for McGovern) will be held Tuesday,
November 14 at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
We will discuss fleeing to Massachusetts, and
everyone is invited to attend.
CHINA
Russell Johnson, of the American Friends
Service Committee, will speak about China
Wednesday, November 15 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Friends Meeting House, 144 South Quaker
Lane, West Hartford.
Mr. Johnson,.who has visited China, will also
present a slide show.
COURTMONITORING
The American Friends Service Committee in
West Hartford is starting a program of court
monitoring. For those interested, attorney
Rosemary Zion will conduct a training session
Thursday, November 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Friends Meeting House, 144 South Quaker
Lane, West Hartford. For further information
contact Barb Tennent, Box 961, 246-9092.
WEICKER
United States Senator Lowell Weicker, Jr.,
Republican from Greenwich, will be guest
speaker at a meeting of the Connecticut
Federation of Republican Women's Clubs,
when that group holds its first post-election
meeting on Tuesday, November 14, at Windsor
House, in Windsor.
Coming in the wake of this week's national
and statewide Republican victories. Senator
Weicker's appearance will be an added fill ip to
the Federation get-together which will be, in
effect, a victory celebration as well.
Elected to Congress from the 4th
Congressional District in 1968, Senator Weicker
defeated the late Thomas F. Dodd and the
Reverend Joseph Duffey in 1970 to win the U.S.
Senate seat he now holds. Republican
conquests this week will add numerically to the
Connecticut contingent in Washington, D.C.
An effective legislator, the Connecticut
senator has been prominent in urban renewal
reforms such as unit-for-unit replacements of
demolished housing, in transportation
•programs and with NASA. He serves on the
Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, the Commerce Committee and the
Select Committee on Small Business.
In a lighter vein of business, and ap-
propiately, Senator Weicker will be in-
strumental in the selection of a Republican
winner next Tuesday, this one the result of the
Federation's fund raising raffle drawing being
held promptly at noon.
An executive board meeting at 10 a.m. will
precede the 12:30 p.m. lunch, the latter by
reservation only.
RADICAL STRATEGY
Political activists from all over the country
will meet in Cleveland, Ohio, November 23-26,
to decide upon a course of action for radical
youth after the November 7 elections.
The convention will feature three major
panel discussions: "Imperialism's Anti-A,rab
Witch-hunt,""Defending Political Prisoners
Around the World," and "Defending the
African Liberation Struggles," as well as
reports and workshops on the antiwar
movement, women's liberation, Black and
Chicano struggles, and various aspects of
organizing the socir"st movement in this
country.
Linda Jeness and Andrew Pulley, 1972
Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates
of the Socialist Workers Party, are to address a
rally on Friday evening. The four day con-
vention is open to all interested young people.
For more information on housing, tran-
sportation and scheduling contact the Young
Socialist Convention Center, 4420 Superior
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44103, (216) 391-SS53.
Yiddish
Hillel is sponsoring a course on Yiddish every
Thursday night at 7 p.m. in Seabury 9. The
course, which offers no academic credit, is
being taught by Professor Kassow.
Interfaith
There will be an organization meeting for an
Interfaith Worship Center Wednesday night at
7 p.m. in Alumni Lounge. The meeting is open
to all students of all religious faiths. A Catholic
priest and a rabbi may be attending the
meeting.
Bridge
Bridge Club starting Wednesday Nov. 15.
Alumni Lounge.
If interested and cannot attend, put your
name and box number in box 324.
THE
HEAD
SHOP
and the Kneissl Shop
and the Rossignol Shop
and the K-2 Shop
and the Volkl Shop
and the Olin Shop
and the Henke Shop
and the Koflach Shop
and the Nordica Shop
and the Rosemount Shop
and the White Stag Shop
and the Gerry Shop
and the Icelandic Shop
and the Skyr Shop
and the Fusalp Shop
and the Spinnerin Shop
and theC.B. Sports Shop
and the Profile Shop
and the Duofold Shop
and the Scott-USA Shop
Mi teller
Outfitters to Sportsmen since 1887
672 Farmington Ave.
West Hartford
:: r
rf,>
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Ron Duckett (#85), Trinity's Philadelphia Flash, is seen here in this photo sequence catching a Saul Wiezenthal pass
for the Bants' only touchdown in Saturday's game against Amherst. Starting at the far right (opposite page), Duckett
catches the aerial and begins to . . . .
Photos by David Uvln
Frosh Soccer Victorious * " * shorts
Over Amherst Frosh, 2-1
By Jeff Chinw
On Friday, the Frosh soccer team,
showing great determination and spirit
after a week of apathy and discontent,
defeated a tight and" weJl-discipJincd
Amherst team by Uie score of 2-1. Although
the weather was perfect, the pre-game
outlook was poor since Amherst had beaten
Wosleyan who had just one week before
beaten the Baby Bants.
However, by playing a tight-checking
game during the first 45 minutes, Trinity
managed to hold the Lord Jeffs in check at
the mid-field area despite losing the wind
and sun advantage for that half. Time and
time again, the Amherst freshmen tried to
penetrate the Trin defense by short passing
and tricky dribbling, but the Woodcocks,
notcably Jeff Kelter who performed with
perfection at center fullback, always came
up with the key play to stop potential scores.
Despite the lact that the Trin offense was
unable to set up a sustained scoring threat
during the first half, the opportunities were
there as the halfbacks and line pressed
Amherst into mistakes, but were unable to
convert for a goal.
With 45 minutes of soccer left to play, the
Baby Bants took control, and after five
minutes, the Stork put Trinity on the
Scoreboard on a corner kick from the Doc,
which had fallen into the penalty box un-
touched by the Amherst defense.
As in previous games, the first goal gave
the Trin freshmen a boost and their
dominance over the Lord Jeffreys became
Any girls interested in playing squash,
which has an eight game season starting
December 6th, should contact Jane
Millspaugh in Ferris Athletic Center.
For you basketball freaks, the Hoops team
will be scrimmaging So. Conn, this af-
ternoon at 4 at the Ferris gym. Friday they
play New Haven College at New Haven, and
next Tuesday they scrimmage back at
Ferris versus Quinnipiac at 4.
The frosh football team completed a
doubly perfect season: their record was 4-0-
1 as a result of Friday's 14-all standoff
against the Amherst yearlings, and not one
person was interested enough in their ad-
ventures to offer to cover the team. Spirit!
Jeffs Triumph . . •
from p. 20
Amherst, hoping to take advantage of their
potent running attack, while at the same
time keeping the ball out of the visitors'
hands. But Amherst completely shut off the
Bants' ground game, and forced them to the
air.
Wiezenthal and Duckett were equal to the
challenge, as each had their best days of this
season, but the loss of the running game
killed the Bants. Wiezenthal completed 15 of
23 passes for 189 yards, and Duckett made 7
receptions (4 of them spectacular) for 128
yards. But the running game, which had
been averaging 221.3 yards per game,
amounted to only 18 yards -- minus 12 in the
second half.
Amherst is now 7-0 going into their big
game with Williams next week. Trinity's
record fell to 4-3, and next week's season
wrap-up against the Wesleyan Cardinals,
will determine whether the Bants will have
their second straight 5-3 year. Last year, the
Bantams shut out the Cards at Jessee Field.
For this year's game, Amdrus Field is at
most a 25 minute drive.
Receiving:
Duckett
Punting:
McCabe
Garritt
No. Yds.
128
2/37
3/31.7
Att. Yds.
20 H
9
5
2
Comp.
15
0
0
33
16
12
Int.
0
Ave.
3.7
3.2
6.0
Yds.
179
0
0
No. Yds. TDs.
6 95 !
3 21 0
4 42 0
Final Statistics
First downs
Yds, Rushing (Net)
Yds. Passing
Total Offense
Passes Att./Comp.
Intercepted by
Punts/Ave.
Fumbles/Lost
Yds. Penalized
Amherst
24
161
179
340
23/15
2
6/39
3/0
2/22
Trinity
12
18
189
207
32/15
1
5/33.8
4/2
7/61
Pftets by Divid L»y!»
IT'S BEEN THAT kind of season for the Bantams. Since the early going,
injuries have contributed to the team's demise. Here an unidentified, obviously
vindictive Amherst player holds down Trinity fullback Jaimie Whitall, then
calmly kicks his head off. At the moment the player is still at large, but it
seems dubious that charges would have been preferred anyway, since Whifall
was able to restore his head to its place without too much difficulty.
Final Individual Statistics
Trinity Leaders:
Rushing:
Kuncio
McCabe
Passing:
Weisenthal
Gray
Att. Yds.
7 33
7 25
Ave.
4.7
3.6
Amherst Leaders:
Rushing:
Wilson
Plood
Skowron
Gintoff
Passing: Att.
Murphy 20
Blood 1
Morrissey 2
Receiving:
Scott
Wilson
Martin
Punting:
Blood 6/39
Scoring:
1 2 3 4 F
Amherst 7 6 7 14 34
Trinity 0 0 7, 0 7
Amherst - Wilson 1-yard run (Johnson kick)
Amherst - Skowron 4-yard run (kick faiieo;.
Amherst - Scott l^-yard. pass from Murpny
(Johnson kick) ,
Trinity - Duckett 16-yard pass troro
Wiezenthal (Raws kick) . .
Amherst - Blood 2-yard run (Johnson KICK
Amherst-Wilson 1-yard run (Johnson KICK;
Att. Comp. Int, Yds.
23 ' 15 1 189
9 0 1 0
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Top two: ... step away from the Lor«S Jeffs' Pete Augur (#16) and irv Brown (#43). Augur grabs Duckett's leg, but the
Philly Flash still has enough strength to bull his way into the end zone, as the back judge signals the score.
Photos bv David Levin
Soccer Spin Continues
As Bants Drop 2, Tie 1
By Murray Peterson
Defeats at the hands (or toes) of Union, 3r
2, and Amherst, 2-0, plus a scoreless battle
with Coast Guard brought the Trinity soccer
team's record to 2-6-1.. : • .
Whereas before the defense was haying its
problems, now the offense is proving to be
equally as inept, as they have scored just
two goals in their last five contests.
On November 4th, the Bantams travelled
to Union, but, as in the Bowdoin game, they
were beaten by a winning penalty kick.
Roger McCord put Trinity into the lead
near the twenty minute mark; but before
the half had ended, Union's left fullback had
tied it up by drilling home a twenty-yarder
into the upper right-hand corner, an un-
stoppable picture goal.
Early in the second half, Peter Heimarin
converted a penalty kick to once again give
our forces the lead.
Union came back quickly, knotting up the
score on another well-placed drive, and then
taking advantage of a Trinity miscue in the
penalty area to provide the eventual win-
ning margin.
Last Tuesday the Bantams travelled to
New London to meet lightly-regarded Coast
Guard. Although they consistently out-
played the Cadets, and outshot them by a
large margin, the Coast guard goalie and
the apparently numerous miskicks blowing
several good opportunities cost the Bantams
their first win in a month. Bill Lawson was
also equal to anything the Cadets sent his
way, thus 90 minutes were wasted, and that
was just the game time.
LastSaturaa^v^jmtyMwedtoa^Solid, if
unspectacular, Amherst team, 2-0, in a
game that wjll be televised on Channel 24
this Friday. ••'. •
The Lord Jeff s wasted practically no time
at allin gaining the lead, as they scored out
of a wild scramble in front of the goal-mouth
in the third minute of play.
In the ensuing action, the Bantams
seemed to gain a slight territorial edge in
play, but could not cash in on a couple of
excellent opportunities they made for
themselves.
Amherst was awarded a penalty kick in
the twentieth minute of play, but, rattled by
the partisan Alumni Day crowd, he hit the
post. Through the rest of the half both sides'
fullbacks, especially Jaimie Whitall of
Trinity and big David Dunbar of Amherst,
kept most of the action in the middle of the
field. .
' A collision, in the sixth minute of the
second half set up the visitors' second score.
Lawson was jarred loose from the ball after
a good save and the next man there was a
Lord Jeff for an easy six yarder.
From there on in, the big Amherst
fullbacks with a bit of help from their long-
kicking goalie consistently kept Trinity
away from the net.
Hopefully, the meeting with traditional
rival Wesleyan will give the Bantams the
incentive they need to notch a third victory
and salvage a very distressing season. The
game will be played here tomorrow at 2 PM.
For the 200-Hour Club
On Geoeentrism As An Athletic Force
By Bruce Weber
Trinity College is a divided campus. "Big
deal, you say. This is obvious, However, I
speak not of the trivialities of racial dif-
ficulties and political schisms from which
students often feel far removed. The
problem I speak of springs from the
geographical distribution of the students.
The place you grew up has brought this
problem upon Trinity. It hits close to home,
so to speak. > :
Of course, the problem about to be
discussed is the unclosable gap between the
sports fans of the several nearby metropoli,
namely Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia. There is also a small band of
Cincinnati faithfuls, but thankfully, the
Reds lost the World Series, which should
shut their fans up for a while.
Philadelphia is more or less out of the
Picture. Most sports fans are too em-
barrassed to admit to anyone thst they root*
for Philadelphia teams. This leaves two
major partisan factions on campus, Boston
and New York, which is not surprising at all,
since it is quite probable that these, two
cities carry on the most intense rivalry in
the country.
The height of the rooting season is fast
descending upon us. With Boston out of the
football picture, most fans have centered
their attentions on basketball and hockey.
The season shapes up as being one of high
friction at Trinity, in basketball anyway,
where the Celtics and Knicks are running
one- two in the East Division and have
established themselves as two of the top
teams in the NBA.
Acquaintances from the Boston area have
told me that the Bruins too are far from
dead and that the Rangers will hear a lot
more from them- However, they are
Bostonians and not to be trusted.
I'm wary to discuss a topic on which the
facts seem so hazy. Therefore, a further
discussion on these two local favorites will
follow when all the facts are in, a champion
has been decided, and the season can be
observed in retrospect, (note—When Mr.
Weber informed the staff that he would
rather have his hockey article postponed,
we arranged to find a substitute. The
replacementwas written and then Mr. Weber
informed us that he had come up with an
alternate article. The original replacement,
a very favorable review by Steven Chernaik
on the recently revised, nationwide, smash
comedy hit, The Eight Year Itch, will be
reprinted sometime in the next four years.
The following then, concerns the current
basketball season.)
In order to properly compare the Knicks
and Celtics, I have compiled this chart of
strengths of both clubs:
Knicks - offense; The Knicks stress a
team offense. The individual scoring
statistics are never impressive. However it
is not unusual to see five or six of their
players with over 15 points in a game. Willis
Reed is back at center, and along with Jerry
Lucas and Dave Debusschere up front this
gives the Knicks strength off the boards, the
one missing ingredient in past years. Lucas
is also an outside threat as a shooter, and
this helps the guards, Frazier and Monroe,
as well as Bill Bradley who is having his best
year,, shake free.
Knicks ••defense: This; year, led by
newcomer ftjehard Speck, New York leads
the league with a razor sharp team defense.
Ten times in the first thirteen garnes, the
opposition was held under lob points. The
extra rebounding helps, as opponents are
more than not often being held to one shot.
The quick hands of Frazier and Barnett and
Meminger add three or four baskets a
game..Speck, known as a tough cookie,
spoke with the commissioner after the last
game in Chicago, and indicated he wanted
serious consideration for Rookie of the Year
honors or else. ,
Celtic offense: Boston's has become one of
the most potent offenses in the league.
Shooters Havlicek and JoJo White have
been given a tremendous lift by Paul Silas.
Silas and Dave Cowens handle the
rebounding and trigger the league's fastest
fast break. The Celtics are a running ball
club, and in great shape.
Celtic defense: On defense too, the Celtics
rely much on quickness, They are not a tall
team and therefore must be aggressive,
employing the press frequently. Coach Tom
Heinsohn has been criticized openly by
players and coaches around the league for
being too aggressive. One of his own players
even referred to him as "fresh", hinting that
he was just not that kind of guy.
Depth: The Knicks have the advantage
here. With Reed, Lucas, and Debusschere
all in the lineup, the Knicks can field a club
with an average depth of 6'7". They are two
inches deeper than the Celtics who field a
starting lineup of;6'5" average depth. Much
of this is due to center Dave. Cowens, who is
one of the shallowest centers in the league at
6'9"
Bench Strength: The wonders of science
have kept the Knicks out in front in this
department also. They shipped to Madison
i Square Garden a brand new bench made
from a special alloy, capable of supporting
len times the weight the Knicks will ever
place on it. Boston, unfortunately, is still
hanging on stubbornly to their old wooden
bench. When asked about his attitude
towards the situation. Coach Heinsohn said,
"If God hadn't wanted us to sit on wooden
benches, he wouldn't have given us the
power saw."
Balance: Both clubs equally strong.
Other Factors: At least one additional
weapon in the New York arsenal is the
m'ultitalent of Jerry Lucas, Many are aware
of his on-the-court trickery, but few of his
fans know that Lucas is also an ac-
complished magician, specializing in
voodoo. At least one players, who wishes to
remain anonymous, claims to have been
intimidated by a threat that Lucas was
going to shrink hit. head. In addition, Lucas
is blessed with a magnificiant memory. He
has memorized the first 500 pages of the
Manhattan phonebook, and has been known
to bore his opponents to tears by reciting it
on the court.
The struggle for supremacy in the NBA
East will be mighty close, as these two clubs
are as tightly matched as Siamese twins',
attached a»t the ankle. You can bet they will
be on each other's "heels alt'season.
.'"II
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Bantams Bow to Amherst
Photo by David Levin
Trinity's Pete Heimann attempts to head the ball into the Amherst zone in
action in the second half of Saturday's 2-0 defeat at the feet of Amherst. The
heading was only slightly more successful than the remainder of the Bants'
efforts for the day. See story, p. 19.
Miss Porter's Edged By
Girls' Field Hockey, 4-0
By Frances Congdon
The varsity field hockey team won a tense
game against Miss Porter's School 1-0 last
Saturday morning as friends and alumni
watched from the sidelines. The teams
seemed pretty evenly matched.
During the first half the ball was all over
the field with each team having its share of
scoring opportunities. The Bantamettes
played well but could have made more use
of their wings and open teammates when
they wanted to pass.
In the second half, the game continued at
the same pace as the ball went back and
forth across the field. Special mention is
necessary for the Trinity netminder, Karen
Blakeslee, who repeatedly denied Far-
mington a score by making some excellent
saves.
It looked as if the game would end
scoreless up until the last three minutes.
Then Cindy Brey broke away from the
surrounding Farmington players and
dribbled the ball downfield. After a couple of
passes Trish Kiesewetter sent the ball from
the edge of the circle and into the net to
score the winning goal for Trinity. The
crowd went wild and the Bantamettes held
off their opponents for the remaining
minutes to win the game 1-0.
The team ended the game in high spirits,
including their coach, Jane Fox, who had a
huge grin on her face. "It was anybody's
game," she commented, but it was pretty
obvious that she was happy when her team
came out ahead.
The hockey team plays its last game at
Yale tomorrow. They previously beat the
Yalies 6-0. A victory would give them a 9-1
record for the season.
Flash Bulletin: The field hockey team will
take on the varsity soccer team on Thursday
November 16th at 3:00. Come watch the
Bantams meet the Bantamettes!!!
By Doug Sanderson
A well-balanced offense helped the
Amherst Lord Jeffs crush an outclassed
Trinity team 34-7 Saturday at Jessee Field.
Entering the game, Amherst's senior
quarterback Rick Murphy was the nation's
leading college division passer, and junior
Fred Scott led in pass receiving. Murphy
completed 15 of 20 passes for 179 yards, and
Scott caught 6 of these for 95 yards. Bob
Wilson further compounded Trinity's
problems by adding 114 yards on the ground.
Trinity had been expected to be Amherst's
toughest opponent this year, since every
other team on Amherst's normally-tough
schedule has had a losing record. It didn't
work out that way, however, as the Lord
Jeffs exploded for 4 touchdowns in the last 31
minutes of what had begun as a close con-
test.
Trinity was guilty of a number of mental
errors that cost them and the officiating was
acknowledged by the press box crew as
being just about the worst ever. But the poor
officiating was a double-edged sword. As for
the mistakes the Bantams made, the Jeffs
appeared able to win without them.
The first mistake contributed to the
visitors' first score. Amherst had a first
down at the Trinity 38-yardline when
Murphy passed laterally to Scott, who
couldn't handle the pass. Scott alertly
picked up the ball and attempted to run with
it. He was brought down for a loss of only
one yard since the defense evidently thought
the ball was dead. If Trinity had been as
alert in recognizing the fumble as Scott/
they might have nailed him for a 9-yard less,
but as it went, Murphy's men easily
recovered from the 1-yard loss and went on
to score on a Wilson run.
Touchdown number 2 came with just 55
seconds left in the half. Murphy hit Scott
with a short pass in the left flat from his own
43, and the Arkansas flash weaved his way
through the Trinity secondary for 39 yards.
Scott caught another pass for 5 yards. An
obvious pass interference penalty against
Trin then put the ball on the 4, and Bob
Skowron made it 13-0, as the conversion
attempt failed.
Many students of the game choose to
-disaJaim-the-Momentum Theory of.Football,
but in Trinity's case, this seems to be an
absolute law. When the Bantams score, they
score in clumps, but when the other team
gets going, Trinity gives up points in globs.
A really good team, so the Theory goes, can
turn momentum in its favor. Trinity ap-
pears to be a slave to the psychology of good
and bad "breaks," i.e. momentum, so draw
your own conclusion.
Anyway, Amherst's second touchdown
either picked up their team or caused a
Bantam letdown in the second half or both.
Whereas Trinity was just about even with
the Jeffs in the first half total offense figures
(133-139), the visitors turned on the steam in
the second half, grinding out 201 yards to the
hosts' 72.
Bob Blood took Ed Raws' second half
kickoff 51 yards up the sidelines to the
Trinity 34 before being brought down. On the
seventh ensuing play, Murphy threw his
only touchdown pass of the day, 11 yards to
Scott.
Trinity did nothing with the Amherst
kickoff, but the second time it got the ball in
the second half, quarterback Saul
Wiezenthal showed a glimmer of what made
him such an effective quarterback last year
by putting on the type of aerial exhibition
that was expected of him this year.
After a running play lost a yard,
Wiezenthal hit Larry Haas for 10. Haas then
picked up the first down on a 2-yard run.
Wiezenthal went to the air again, hitting
speedy Ron Duckett down the left sideline
for 30 yards to the Amherst 40, Duckett
making a great over-the-shoulder catch.
Under tremendous pressure from a strong
Amherst pass rush on the next play,
Wiezenthal somehow managed to spot
Duckett in a crowd of Amherst players, and
drilled it to him for an 18-yard pickup,
Duckett again making an incredible catch.
Four plays later, the Wiezenthal-Duckett
passing combination clicked for the Ban-
tams' only touchdown, a 16-yarder. Ed
Raws converted to make it a 20-7 game, and
the many Trinity alumni who were at-
tempting to celebrate their Homecoming
Weekend had hope.
Early in the fourth quarter, however,
Murphy's men struck again. First he hit
Hartford-native Wilson with a 19-yard pass
to the Amherst 49. Wilson then burst his way
free for a 39-yard haul down to the Bant 12.
Three more plays was all it took to make the
Lord Jeffs' lead insurmountable. Bob Blood
scored the visitors' fourth touchdown from 2 .
yards out, and Dan Johnson;s conversion
made it 27-7.
Trinity coach Don Miller eventually sent
in Harold Gray at quarterback, but Gray
could do nothing at all. With the protection
he was getting from the demoralized of-
fensive line, it was surprising that he chose
to remain on the field.
The final touchdown came as a result of a
Bant mistake, but by then it was too late to
matter much. A bad center snap was
fumbled by punter Greg Garritt, and when
he finally recovered the ball, he was tackled
on the Trinity 1-yardline. Wilson then picked
up Amherst's final touchdown, and the final
score was 34-7.
Trinity's original game plan was to run at
(Continued on P. 18)
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Hoop Tourney
The Trinity College Athletic Department Is pleased
to announce that each member of the Trinity Student
Body, Faculty and Staff will be eligible to pick up one
reserve seat ticket, at no charge, for the University of
Hartford-Trinity College Invitational Basketball
Tourney scheduled for December 1 and 2 at the Ferris
Athletic Center.
Reserved seat tickets will be available at the Ferris
Athletic Center office from 9a.m.-4:30p.m. weekdays
starting November, 13. TICKETS WILL NOT BE
ISSUED UNLESS YOU PRESENT YOUR I.D.
CARDS.
Members of the Trinity community who do not pick
up advance tickets will be charged the same as other
spectators-$2.00 at the door.
ADVANCE ISSUE WILL TERMINATE AT 4:40
P.M. ON NOVEMBER 30. Schedule: Friday, Dec. 1, 7
p.m. UHartford vs. Central Conn,; 9 p.m. Trinity vs.
Wesleyan. Saturday, Dec. 2,7 p.m. Consolation; 9 p.m.
Finals.
viti
s
 <ea«ing grouna-gamer tor me season, sophomore Dave nuncio, accepts a hand-off from quarterback Sao]
ha in first-half action against the invaders from Amherst. This reverse wen? for 11 yards around left end/but
was the only time Trinity ran successfully to the outside all day. See story above
